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PAD UCAH DAILY REGISTER.
frt,egiftet. Est May, tag&
Standard, Est. April 1884

PADUCAH, KY., SUNDAY MORNING, JANUARY z7 1907

VOL. 23 NI MBER 235

MACE AND SILVER SERVICE , REEVES IS NOT EMEMED LADY JUDGE REED FINISHES
TIE UP THE CITY BOARDS RESPONSIBLE DROPPED DEAD
JURY CASES WEDNESDAY
REPUBLICANS ARE DETERMINED THAT ONLY Sai,000 SHALL
GO TO THE POLICE FUND FOR 1907, WHILE THEN' DO
NOT WANT TO ALLOW $1,500 TO BUY A SILVER SERVICE
FOR THE U. S. GUNBOAT PADUCAH, NAMED AFTER THIS
DECIDED
ON,
CITY—ALL OTHER APPORTIONMENTS
WHILE COMMITTEE OF WHOLE WILL CONSIDER EVERYTHING AT TOMORROW'S S ESBION—LIBRARY GETS Sa.soo
THIS YEAR AND CHARITY CLUB AN INCREASE
p.

41••••••16.4.

4

4

•

EVIDENCE CORROBERATED
MADE PADUCAH HER
HOME FOR MANY YEAS
HIS STATEMENTS

Judge W. M'. Reed will next Wed- next
term oi court was given in the
nesday finish with the circuit court
litigatian of the American-German
LITTLE SCHRAND BOY WAS WAS MOTHER OF MRS. ALLEN cases
that are to be tried by the juries National
JORGUISOld AND AUNT OF
bank against E. Rehkopf.
NOT BEFORE THE JURY TO
when he then dismisses the jurors
John Rock was allowed $15° for
MRS. WM. WRIGHT.
GIVE HIS EVIDENCE.
and takes up hearing of the litigation services
In winding up the business
that is submitted to him personally. of
the Paducah Towing company, be
He continues at this individual considRemains of the Unfortunate Woman Mrs. Minnie Bryant Died' of Child- eration of the suits until the end of being the assignee of that defunct
concern.
birth—Death of Popular
Will Be Taken Today At Noon
the term, which will be the third week
There was set aside that part of
Young
Man.
to Metropolis for Burial.
of February.
Thursday's order suggesting plainThere are only eight more suits for tiff's
trial by the juries, three of which kopf bankruptcy in the suit of E. Rehagainst the &arks-Ullman SadPaclucaisans will receive anti deep come up tomorrow as follows: C. W. dlery
Mr. Jeff Reeves, the well known
company, ulurein Rehkopf sues
farmer of the Maxon's Mill section sadmets news that last night Mrs. S. Boswell vs. Citizens' Savings bank; for several lutaldeMi
ndollars claimed
Maude
Balthaser vs. Illinois Life In- due from the
of the county, is not held responsible V. Davis dropped dead at the resiothers for goods he sold
surance
company
;
Anna
B.
Stott, ad- them.
for the death of Mrs. Maud Schrand, dence of 'her
sister, Mrs. Charles rninistratrix, vs. Illinois Central
railof two North Tenth street, as shown
There is now on trial the litigation
Cardwell, of Madisonville, as she was road.
by the verdict of the jury Coroner
of James A. lierrisg against Mrs.
Boswell
lost about $6,000 speculat- Mary E.
Frank Laker had to investigate the a former resident of this city, where
Allison, in which Herring
demise of the woman yesterday. The her borne was made until two years ing in the bucket shop at Mayfield of contends Mrs. Allison owes 'him
boo
Henry
Arenz and the Paducah Corn- commissi
ago when she went to Foarlington to
opinion of the jury was:
on for getting a purchaser
mission
company
reside
.
with
He
her
son,
sued
Dr.
Davis.
P. B.
for re- for her $to,000 farm.
"We, the jury, duly empaneled and
sworn to inquire into the death of Information of her death was received covery of the money, got judgment
The $600 judgment granted plaintiff
Maud Schrand, decided, after hearing about midnight last evening by her and caught $2,800 the commission Thursday was corrected and reduced
the evidence, that she came to her niece, Mrs. William Wright, wife of people had on deposit in the Mayfield to asso yesterday in the matter of J.
death by being burned, caused from the bank teller of 237 North Ninth banks, which turned this sum over to B. F. Briggs against Fletcher & ForeBoswell. Boswell then attached
atanding too close to the fire and her street.
man. The latter owe Briggs that sum
money he claimed belonged to the of
Mrs.
Davis
was
visiting
her
sister
dress igniting:"
money for timber Briggs sold them
at the time of the sudden summons. commission company in the Citizens'i The
(Signed:)
plaintiff filed a motion for a
and the long distance telephone mes- Savings bank of this city. The bank new trial
R.
HARDLIN.
of the preceding of A. J
contende
d
the commission people had Atchison
sage of last evening simply announced
WILLIAM MARTIN.
against
J. D. SIcElya. Plainthat she suddenly dropped dead at rise no money there. Boswell asserted tiff lost
JOHN SMITH,
his suit last week, 'he claimthey
did,
but
Cardwell home of heart trouble, but
the bank. kept it con- ing $10,000
G. P. McCLURE.
damages on the ground
cealed under another name. Boswell
stated none of the particulars.
that as a result of a controversy over
R. A. MATTHEWS.
sued
the
bank
No Paducah lady was more beloved
and lost in the Padu- a fence
FRANK PETTER.
liirm a "d—a
than Mrs. Davis, who was a noble, cah circuit court, but carried it to the thief."
WI%
The
inquest
wae
yesterda
held
y
THE ANNUAL GATHERING BY
consiatent and highly esteemed Chris- appellate bench, where he secured a
afternoon at 3 o'clock by the coroner
CHRISTIAN
DRUMMERS
tian woman known well to everybody reversal and a new trial was ordered.
at the home of the woman on North
OCCURS AT LOUISVILLE.
in the community. She was 7o odd It now comes up tomorrow. The suit
Tenth street. and several witnesses
years of age and born in Hopkins is for $3,300.
examined. Reeves testified to what
Maude Balthaser sues the Illinois
county, where she has resided nearly
he state Friday night, that he and
all of ben life. Her husband was Dr. Life Insurance company for $t,000
Rev. A. C. Men Expects to Get Away
the woman were standing in front
About Next Wednesday—News
Davis. the prominent physician of she claims is due her, it being the
of
the open grate pretty well under Hopkins
From the Churches.
county, who died about amount of a policy held in this comthe influence of liquor, when suddnely
eighteen years ago, and was a widely pany by her deceased husband, Ieouis
they discovered her skirt afire, and knows
professional man. Shortly Balthaser, during life.
NR. ROSS ELGIN KILLED HIM.
he grabbed a comfort from the bed
Anna B. 19tort iwr the •widow
of
A number of Paducah traveling men !which be quickly threw around her therellfter Mrs. Davis came to PaduSELF BY SHOOTING AT
cah and made it her home for many James Scott, who was run over and
will attend the fourth state conven- t body and tried to extinguis
HOTEL LATHAM
h the years, part of the while residing with killed by a switch engine in the Fultion of the Kentucky Gideons at , flames. Her screams
and the excite- her daughter, Mrs. Allen Jorgenson, ton yards, where he was employed
by
Louisville next Saturday and Sunday, ment of
the occasion
frightened wile of the Illinois Central railroad the Illinois Central. She sues
for
at which time hundreds of Christian Reeves so in his
City Prison and Supplies—$5,000
drunken condition train dispatcher. Two years ago when $.25,000 damages from a he
road on He Is a Brother of Manager W. S.
drummers will be there, the organiza- ithat he darted
Electric Plant—Swoon
out of the home, hat- the latter moved to Princeton, Mrs. account of the death.
Elgin of the
Nortontion
compose
Christian
tieing
d
of
Water-4ta,00n
less and half frantic, not realizing Davis returned
vine Coal Company.
Tuesday
there
comes
Earlingt
to
up
on,
where
the suits
traveling men The business session what he
Real Estate-41,am
was
ipg.
she has been making her home ever of J. W. Pendley for Floy Pcndley
occurs Saturday in the Y. M. C. A.
Oty Hall—$793.
Others were introduced showing since.
vs. Illinois Central; Max Nahm and
building. while Sunday at different
Oak Grove—S.1.75o
that before her %death Mrs. Schrand
Joe
The
only
Friedman vs. William Katterjohn;
surviving
children
Paducah frse.nds learned yesterday
are
Dr.
Louisvill
churches
e
services
will
be had said the accident
New Cernetery-45oo
occurred just Davis and Mrs. Jorgenson, the latter J. W. Jackson vs. Paducah Traction
with regret of the suicide of Ross A.
Pauper and Chant)
IA(luding held by the drummers. The outline like Reeves afterwards
testified. The of whom now resides in Fulton. She company
shows that Mr Harry K. Lukens, the
Home of Friendless)-43,000
co:oner did not have before the jury( was an aunt of Mrs. Wm. Wrigao
Floy Pendley was injured while sit- Elgin, the well known cigar manusnd
Paducah drug drummer, leads the
Riverside Hospital—$5,000.
for investigation the little six yea? Detective MIliam Baker, of this
city, ting in a street car that was struck at facturer of Hopkinsville, who has
Sanitary (including pest house)s— prayer for the worship to be held the jail twice, and poor
farm
Mr.
twice;
Claude
Baker,
of
Greenvill
e, Ky., Eleventh and Broadway by an I. C. hundreds of acquaintances in this cite
Sunday morning at the Twenty-secSlam
tied him from testifying, as it is cal- and Mrs. Charles Webber, of Poplar engine. She sues through her
father where he often came. Life was ended
ond
and
Walnut
street
Baptist
church
Parks--$5,000.
culated the little one did not know Bluff, Mo.
'for $tow damages.
General Expense (including print- He is one of the leading Gideon exactly what was
going on during the
When the Register occupied the by the young man shooting himself
Mvs. Wright and her mother, Mrs.
ing, city scales, market. wharf. etc')— workers in the state and is the only excitement
incidental to the burning Balser, expect to leave for the funeral sto Broadway building that is owned at Hotel Latham. He is a brother of
Paducahan on the programme
of the clothing from his mother's services that will be held some time by Nahm & Friedman the newspaper W. S. Elgin, the manager of Oa
Contingent
Fund—$3,000
body.
permitted the owners to put a second Nortonville. Ky., ninety miles above
tco:ismerow
Costs and Suit;--$3.coo
Leaves About Wednesday.
Reeves was released
story
to the house. Contractor Kat- this city on
yesterday
-44,00o
Interest Account
Rev. A C Ilten expects to leave inorning
the Louisville division of
after being fined $t and
terjohn made the addition. The roof
Died of Childbirth.
about next Wednesday for Wilton, coats
Floating Debt—$21 35ft,
the
Central.
Illinois
in the police court by Judge
was
torn off and rain poured into the
At et:3o o'clock yesterday morning
Sinking Fund—gL000
Iowa, to rest up before resuming his Cross,
The shocking news came to Padufor being drunk. He regrets Mrs, Minnie Bryant died
•
Library—$3.5oo. •
at their newspaper plant, which was greatly
ministerial calling in other fields. Ser- the
cah friends yesterday in the nature
affair deeply, being a man who home in 33o South Eighth
damaged.
The
Register
sued
Nahm
&
•A
street as
U. S. Gunboat "Paducah'. Silver rites will be held morning ad evenhas always stood well in Nis corn- the result
Friedman and got $2,3oo damages for of the follonang dispatch:
of childbirth.
Service-7414o°. ,
ing today at the German Lutheran
"Hopkinsville, Jan. 26.—Ross A.
niunity,
the
and
injury done the newspaper plant.
whose
many
Paducah
The
deceased
was
School Funds—Omni
thirty-three
church, the pastorate of which he reElgin,
a prominent clubman and cigar
friends are glad there is nothing in years of age and born
i
Now
Nahm
&
Friedman
sue to rein this county
These ,figaret went through like a signed on account of ill health. A
what
manufact
cover
urer, committed suicide in
at
this
first
amount
looked
from
serious
Katterjo
for
hn
him.
She
was
the
flash in the council, as only five re- St Louis divine fills the pulpit
wife of Mr. James BryRoem
He was never charged with having ant, and besides
otillotel Latham this
pablicana, are .in. that board, while
her husband is sur- on the ground that he, as contractor,
morning
thrown the woman in the fire, but the
tore
by
shooting himself through
off
the
roof
and
was
responsib
le
.
by
there are sea'e4 deribcrats, this giving
five children, also her parvived
Christian Science.
for the rain damaging the office the right temple with a .38 caliber
pclice held him for inveatigation on ents, Mr. and Mrs.
the latter the majority vote of one
Ben Washburn,
"Love" is the subject for worship
Smith & Wesson pistol. Evidently
outfit.
account of the remark made by the four sisters and
needed to adopt the figures.
one brother, the
this morning at 10:30 o'clock by the
Jackson
innocent
claims
$5,000
little
dantges
boy,
who is not at latter being Mrs. Josic Towns, Mrs.
from the shot was carefidly aimed, for it
There arean* equal number of re- Christian Scientists at sto 1-2 Broadthe
what
traction
is
company
consider
for
injuries
ed
a
he went true to the brain, and death
responsib
le
age
Cora
publicans od democrats in the alder- way. Sunday school will be held at
Bryant, Mrs. Maggie Junes.
must have been. instantaneous.
manic board and as it takes five in 9:30 o'clock this morning and praycr in the eyes of the law, and not a Mrs. Lucy Leonard, and Mr. Be— received on one of the ran.
The
The threatened return of a comsuits
qualified
up
for
trial
Wednesd
witness.
ay
After
testifyin
g
Washbur
thaa,fiody to adopt the figures fixed worship at I:3o o'clock Wednesday
n.
before the coroner's jury Reeves left
• the dtmocrats were prevented from evening
She was a noble. Christian woman are those of the Evansville Pressed plicated disease, from which Mr,
for his home down In the county.
adopting the measure by the four reof many friends who are grieved Brick company vs. Contractor Edward Elgin came- near dying several years
Bridges and Gray & Dudley vs. the ago, is the only reason winch can be
The
remainsof Mrs. Schrand will deeply over her dissolution.
Roblitans during Friday right's sesTemple Israel.
Rehkopf
Saddlery company.
be
given for the rash act, as he left no
shipped
today
at
noon
aion when the bill was raferred back
over
the
This afternoon at 3 o'clock the fun"The Menace of Child Labor" is the
to the finance commiitae. Yesterday theme for this morning's sermon by Illinois Central railroad for her eral services will occur at the Second , The brick company claims Bridges note.
owes them about $t,500 for brick furfermer home in Metropolis, where Baptist church,
He had been ill for several days.
4 afternoon Aldermen Chamblin and Rabbi Lovitch at Temple Israel
Rev. L. G. Graham n&hed
him when he paved South and was very despondent. Last night
the
body
will be buried. Remains to officiating.
Hubbard and Councilmen Lackey and
Interment follows at Third street
in this city.
be accompanied there by her mother the Second
instead of going to his boarding
• FlourmaY of this committee met at
Home Mission Society.
Baptist church, Rev. L. G.
Gray & Dudley sue Rehkopf to re- house, he went to the hotel. A travelthe hall arid talked things over. They
The Woman's Home Mission so- who lives in that city, and came up Graham officiating. Interment folcover some goods sold him just be- ing man, who roomed next to him. •
agreed on everything except the sil- ciety of the Broadway Methodist yesterday on receiving the death sum- lows at Oak Grove cemetery.
fore
the firm broke last fall.
heard the shot between 6 and 7
mons
ver service and police appropriations. church meets at the church tomorrow
• W The democrat want
o'clock,
bat didaitat. report it, and
s
the $1,5o0 for the afternoon at 3 o'clock
Young Man Died.
the body was not discovered until
Yerterday's Litigation.
• service set while the republicans say
'BUGGY AND HARNESS BROKEN
Mr. Earl C. Gholson died Friday
they will not permit this, the four reNI Livingston & Co. was given some time after, when the bell boy
Rescue Mission Workers.
at the home of his parents, Mr. and
publicans in the aldermanic body
judgmen
t for $48.23 against the Halls went to the room with water.
Fraghten
ed
Horse
of DI-. George Mcs. Lloyd T. Gholson of Cairo, and
Rev. R. W. Chiles and wife of the
Mn, Elgin was thirty-five years oe
being able to prevent any appropria- Rescue Mission
Canning
company for not delivering
Holliday Attempted to Run Away. today the funeral services
on South
Third
will °cast some goods
zge, and his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
tion without their votes. The re- street are 'finding
contract
ed
for.
much to do theos
A broken pair of shafts and torn in that city.
publicans then argued that the police bad days, as their
A postponement until the April F. W. Elgin, reside near this city.
work carries them itateess is what Dr. George Holliday
The deceased was 23 years of age
,
force should have only eighteen men to many desolate
term
of court was given in the suit of W. S. Elgin, a brother, is manager
and poverty stricken the druggist, now possesses as
and. born in Lovelaceville, Ballard,
like last year, and not thirty men, as homes
result
the
CouncilDougler Machine com- of the Nortonville Coal company:
where aasistanee is given. of his horse trying to
run away yes- couitty, but for the past three years pany against the McKinnie Veneer Jesse Elgin, another brother, is 'a
employed for this year by' the police The reports
for December and Janu- terday afternoon in the alley
in the tfie family has resided at the Egyptian and Package company. The machine farmer of this county. Mrs. W. M.
4Forarttissioners pursuant to the state ary show
they have performed the rear of his home on South
city.
law enacted In 1906 empowering sec- folloagin
Sixth
company claims the McKinnie people Shaw, of this city., is his sister.
g in•efeCOS•Cliting their noble street. He had hitched
The young man was a brother of
Mr. Elgin was popular with everythe beast to
ond-class cities to put this number on work:
owe for a veneering machine sold
I the buggy and started out of the Messrs. R. La Gholson and Fred them.
one, and was a member of tha
the,department. Only $2t,000 was alPreache.d 35 sermons beside five yard into the alley,
Mend for the police last year. while
when the horse Gbolson of fthis' city, both of whom
An agreed judgment of $25 was en- Elks' Lodge."
funerals; visited and ministered in ss got sea* and
started running have gone to Cairo to attend the tered up in the suit pf Edward Rawls
the republicans want to set aside the
homes; had xmas tree, with xmas around. Ito
Holliday leaped out funeral.
Miss Addic Byrd has gone to.
same for this year, and then $4400 to
against the Illinois Central railroad.
gifts to eoo children; gave away 1,800 one grabbecrlhe
Brownsville, Tenn., to take a speciat
pay the city jail expenses. They hope
frightened brute.
Rawls
a
is
drummer
and
checked
his
useful articles of clothing, bedsteads, which plunged
Mr. Willis Gregory, wife and child, trunks
in this way to force the commissionaround excitedly for a
ever the T. C. They got lost course at the training college.
bcds, bedding and other household while before being
ot
Chicago, arrived yesterday to visit and the
en to reduce, the force from thirty
quieted down. The
road refusing to pay, Rawls
Ma. and !stirs. F.. B Richardson, of sued
anen. The democrats clairn they alif
Cold facts from the pulpit frequent-.
and forced a settlement.
..shafts and harnes• went to pieces durStaudt Third.
on Page,Flve.
mg the scrimmage
An agreed continuance until the ly make the congregation hot._
Attempt; were made yesterday
afternoon at a meeting of the general
t-ouncil finance corn-Tette to decide
(01"---•'opt shat amount of money will be
allowed each municipal department
I
tor operating expenses this year, and
everything was agreed on except as
regards the allowance for the police
department and the apportionment of
$t.300 for the "silver service set" for
the United States gunboat Paducah,
aabich is named after this city. The
democratic members favor allowing
the mosey for the gunboat service set
while the republicans oppose it. The
rIensocsus favor allowing $nout) for
the police department and $5,000 adlitional for the payment of city jail
expenses, while the republicans want
$35,000 to cover all costs of police
and jail department combined. The
commute being unable to agree on
these two points the republicans
, eddied Mayor Yeiser to call the entire
--aarineil and aldermanic body in anion as a committee of the whole tomorrow afternoon at a o'clock, at
which time the entire financial ques•
tion will be submitted and something
definite reached so the ordinance can
he adopted before the end of this
month. The mayor ts agreeable and
has notified all the twenty member'
la be present. because if the ordinance apportioning the funds is not
enacted ,this month the amount prescribed for each fund last year eont limes into 1ci07 and governs the allowances.
The council last Monday night
adopted the ordinance twice, setting
aside the following sums otit of which
the t907 CletKASICS were to be paid for
s
i each department:
Salaries (legislative and executive
departments)-4t7asoo.
Streets-433.000
Fire Department (inCIUdifl1i sai1 arks and patrol wagon service)—

C.G•

CORONER'S
EXONER- MRS. S. V. DAVIS DIED SUD- HE HAS ONLY EIGHT ACTIONS ON THE
JURY
JURORS TO CONSIDER, WHEN THE DOCKET FOR THE
ATED
YESTERDAY
HIM
DENLY AT HOME OF SISLATTER WILL THEN
BE DISMISSED AND THE JUDGE
DURING INQUEST.
TER IN MADISONVILLE
BEGIN DECIDING ACTIONS SUBMITTED HIM PERSONALLY_.
M. LIVINGSTON
GIVEN JUDGMENT AGAINST THE
HALLS CANNING COMPANY—SUIT OF JAMES HERRIN
G AGAINST MRS. MARY
E. ALLISON NO WON TRIAL.

have a25,otio for the department and
$5,000 for the city jail. Differing on
these two points, the entire two
boards, council and aldermen, meet
tomorrow as a "committe of the
whole" and see if some settlement
cannot Le made.
One other change made yesterday
was to allow the Carnegie library
$4400 for two instead of $3,500, as
originally decided, while the paupee
and charity fund will get $3.800 instead of $3,000, this latter increase
being made so the Charity club can
get $tso monthly instead of Poo to
care for the poor of the city.
This is the first time the aldermanic
finance committee ha.s had an opportunity to pass on the apportionment
figures, as they could do nothing in
this respect until that board got organized, and this was effected only
Friday night, when Earl Palmer by
actually voting for himself was elected president and named his standtng
committees.
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AntwommoNosonsims J1 4
.e poatottme yard, and last week Mrs. by Mrs. Vernon Blythe of North Sevdoone received a $10 chock for the enth street to Misses Ruth Weil and
fund from Mr. Calvin Hendrick, the Martha Davis, brides of the month,
.ormer Paducalian.
and also Miss Anna Rhea of Nash•
ville, the house guest of the 'hostess.
Magazine Club Meeting.
Very attractive was the• table setVery entertaining were the re- ting of white and green, an artistic
ports delivered Thursday afternoon arrangement of bride's roses and smiduring the meeting of the Magazine lax, surmounting the cut glass vase
.ee=:›44c:::d0000caoc=›oe<=xe tcalcz=attoetc:›toosouraDesc:=.4
club with Mrs. Hal S. Corbett of stationed upon a brilliantly reflecting
Schrader, Indianapolis; Mrs. William North Eighth street, teeming with mirror in the center. With the brides'
Celebrated Lady Coming.
Arrangements are now being made Booten, Atlanta, Ga.; Misses Comic attractive mention of many excellent initials lettered upon decorated white
for a "Tennyson Recital" to be given Grundy, Lllic Mae McGlat hery, themes for thought and study. The hearts, the place cards were composed.
each containing a bit of verse approMcGlathery, Ethel literary session was preceded with
Lou
here during April by Maud Conway Mattie
Biaticard of Boston Mass., under Brooks, Lillie Mai Winstead, Cor- business discussion of different mat- priate to the recipient. The prevaauspices of the Matinee Musical club ilne Winstead, Blanche Hills, Frances ters. One thing the ladies decided lent colors contintaed through the
Wallace, May Owen, Mary Scott, on was to fine members appearing nine-course luncheon, the motif being
and The Woman's club.
Mrs. *Ilanchard is well known here Frances Terrell, Sarah Sanders, Clara tardy at the gatherings.
particularly noticeable in the salads
"Heart Hunger of an American'. and ices, the latter being wreathed
where she has appeared before, and Thompson and Mrs. henry Rudy.
to pieces 36 inch All Pure Irish Linen, just the thing for waist and
Miss Frances Wallace entertains was told by Mrs. W. Armour Gard- cakes iced in green with a wreath of
ih the talented niece of Mrs. Hubbard
the club this week.
Wells.
dresses, the regular 75' quality, Monday
ner, referring to the love matches of white roses, filled with par fait ice,
•
1 he musical club ladies are preAbraham Lincoln. "Child Labor in which was again iced over, this time
day
p:.ring to organize a Choral club, P. D. C. Club Meeting.
New York" was reported by Miss with green roses.
Maas Elizabeth 'Sebree of Fourth Minnie Ratcliffe as taken from the
which will be independent of the
Foe ten were covers laid: Misses
musical body, but co-operated in by and Monroe, entertained the P. D. C. Cosmopolitan. Mrs. A. S. Dabnej Martha Davis, Ruth Weil, Kathleen
to pieces 36 inch All Pure Linen, just the thing for waist and
suits,
all the members of the latter. The club members yesterday afternoon, told entertainingly of "Lady bun• Whitefield, Mary Scott, Elizabeth
the regular soc quality, Monday
meeting of the choristers will be the young ladies spending a pleasant toful." "The Kingdom of Light" wa5 Sinnott, Anna Rhea, Mesdame
s Allen
day
time with the charming hostess.
separate front the music club.
the subject of a fine paper by Mrs. Ashcraft, Henry Rudy, John Scott
•
Henry C. Overbey. An amusing ne- and Vernon Blyehe.
Dances Largely Attended.
Mrs. Rudy's Luncheon.
gro dialect story was the source of
•
At i o'clock tomorrow afternoon
The popular dining hall of note' much delight through the rendition of Louis Spencer
Daniels.
Mrs. Ileiwy Rudy entertain with a Craig of Fifth and Jefferson streets, Mrs. Samuel T. Hubbard.
The celebrated reader and imperluncheon in honor of Miss Martha was the scene of two handsome danc
Mrs. Jacob Corbett of Wickliffe sonator, Louis Spencer Daniels of
and het+ bridal attendants.
es the past week, the Brotherhood of talked to the ladies interestingly Lebanon, Tenn., again appears
before
•
Railway Engineers giving their an about the Woman's club of her home a Paducah audience this time
on FebFive Hundred Club,
nual ball Tuesday evening, while Fri city, where it thrives with a large ruary 7 at the Washington school
Mr.. Saunders A. Fowler of West day night the hotel guests entertain
membership. "Ben Bolt," sung by building auditorium on West Broadlriadway,,will entertain the Five ed with another
of the series of pret Miss Overbey, was the closing fea- way. He comes for a matinee in the
Hundred club Wednesday afternoon. ty dances they are giving
The handsome bride enters the
Among the out-of-town guests Iserethis win- ture of the program.
afternoon for the children especially,
church leaning upon the arm of her for the nuptials are
ter. Immense crowds attended boil
The charming hostess served her but public in general, while everyMr. and Mr.
iseber-Englert Nuptials.
brother, Mr. Frank Davis, while the William Sanders, of
affairs Which lasted until the early guests with a delicious course lunch- body is welcomed at the evening
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Gullett's Cut Price Clearance Sale I

ts

413 MRSCUCa. S $6.98
S6.98 A14

Special Shoe Sale .8. $2.98

$13.50, $12.00, $10.00

500 Pairs of .Fine Handmade $3.50, $4.00 and
$5.00 Shoes for

SUITS It_t2
OVERCOATS FOR $6.98

$2.98

•

nu

$2.98

We have placed on sale soo pairs of
the well-known CROSSETT SHOE
for men, and they consist of broken
Iota of every fine shoe made by this
concern. They come in patent kid,
patent colt, vici kid, velour, gun metal
and box calf, tan and black, and are
made up in all the newest styles. We
have put one price on the entire lot
which is S2.98. .So if you want a fine
pair of shoes do not miss the opportunity.

214 SUITS—Fine self-figured blue worsteds and plain blue merges; fancy
worsteds, Cassimeres, cheviots, velours, granites and mehatis. Single and
double-breasted; conservative and form-fitting styles; all sixes in the lot.
169 OVERCOATS—Fine Kerseys, Melton and Venetian. Body-tracing.
flare-skirt-rnodels, as well as straight-back and box styles; 44 to sa inches
long; Cambridge and Oxford gray& and blues and blacks. THIS SEASON'S fall and winter stocks; up-to-date, high class, bona fide Sio.00, $12,00
and $13.50 goods, at the clearance cut price of

4

$6.98
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ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party in the notice devoted to the boost of disorganized at least three of thc some physical condition not much arc alike at sea as to Swettenham
understood
by
physicians.
One
of
most
important departments of the
Hessen, their father's. Then Prince
of five or over, Sz.so each, without
these spots, a small one, about the He has all of them side-stepping.
Henry of Battenberg married into the city and made ttlerit useless.
In groping around for reasons why
go
size of a radish seed and of bright,
meals.
Journal.
meals; Be.00 with
royal house of England, and thus •.kac
E--ettenham has seized the occasion
crimson
color,
established
itself
on
Good musitt on all the boats.. For enumerated among its member..
the back of his left hand and removed of a sober international episode to exSMALLPDX CASES.
The able and stalwart Prince Alex-'
further particulars see
about from place to place for two or ploit himself as a Dogberry, it is siir
ander of Battenberg, who would un
was inspired
S. A. FOWLER,, Gen, Pass. Agent questionably have made himself aint Charles Lernen and Webb Threlkeld three years before Williamson paid Thised that his conduct
Roose
President
of
resentment
by
Pas&
City
FOWLER,
or GIVEN
Both Suffering From Disease.
any particular attention to it. Then
instead of prince of Bulgaria,if Russia
velt's attitude toward Jamaican neAgent. Phone 33.
his
little
daughter
told
him
one
day
hail not interfered and punished hilt
Word from Smithland yesterday that it always traveled steadily around groes in Panama. Others explain the
fox his spirit of independence. He figtc
showed
that two cases of sma4lpox the edge of the back of his hand and incident by the .president's refusal
11111 tired for several years in the Alma
- ---Francisco
San
for
aid
Cecil Reed flack as the ruler of a serni-independ existed in that vicinity, one being took just three days to make the cir- accept British
J. C. Flournoy
Again, there is the notion that some
ent state, but, as such, in its fourth Charles Lemen, who resides in S*ith- cuit. He did not suppose she knew
devolves on a man with a mint,
thing
land,
and
what
she
was
talking
about
at
first
the
other Webb Threlkeld
diplomatic part, not in the first, BisSwettenham.
LAWYERS.
marck, -who frustrated the buddltic of the Panhandle section of Living- but close observation showed that she like
But none of these theories take
love affair that would have given 'Al ston county. Neither case is of a very was correct, and that under .ordi
affair out of the realm of purc
the
Conditions
the
spot
made
the
aggravated
nary
nature
and
the parties will
bride of the imperial 'house
zooms ice it and ma, Columbia Bldg. exander a
Until science evolves
conjecture.
get well.
circuit of his hand in exactly scv
of Hohenzollern, and consequently a
PADUCAH, KY.

B. F. Sears

home
iat of
Hart, l
tesday
F. and
d Jet-

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY

SCHOOLS WILL RESUME TOMORROW

powerful family interest that might
have proved dangerous to the friendly relations between the empire and
Russia—Bismarck—who thus robbed
Alexander out of a place in the Hohenzollern geneaology to match that
of Henry in the English house, had
cynically advised him, when the Bulgarian throne was offered him. to
take it, because it would always be
"an interesting experience to look
back upon in later years."
But it proved to be not even that.
Alexander died soon after his cPsposition and his marriage to an Austrian actress, says a writer in the
February Bookman.
Most exalted of a successful famHenily. Ena of Battenberg, Prince
Spanthe
occupies
ry's daughter, now
ish throne as consort of King Al
fonso XIII, yet, strongly enough, in
this very year of the chronicling of
house
its crowning triumph (1907) the
banished
is
such,
of Battenberg, as
"Hesse"
from its niche in the notice
in the first section to the third part

DITIONS ARE::
VERY SERIOUS
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Room No. s,
Paducah
Columbia Bldg.
Kentucky
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.
OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR

LAWYERS
OFFICES- Benton. Ky., rear Bank
Maraliall County; Paducah, Ky,
Room 114, Fraternity Builcfing,
New Phone 114

R. T. LIGHTFOOT
Lawyer.

Will Practice in all Courts of Ken
tucky.

C. MANNINO SEARS, WO.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telspeone 377.

E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law

4

4,

MT.Rivers,M. D.

4•

Or
4

fj

4.

I

DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 1 20
Residence 8ro Broadway.
Phone m49.

some plan by which expert, can tali
a look at the inside of the heads of
persons like Swettenham their act,
mlust !amain a dense mystery.
But that is no reason why some
clever librettist should not seize th,
radiant opportunity offered by th.
Kingston incident to eclipse the opera of "Pinafore," the chef d'oeuvre •
of Gilbert and Sullivaii.—Kansas Cite
Times
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to order all boards down, when the
Fortunately for the taxpayers the
editor of the Register spoke up and republicans will not have full charge
said he did not believe that the city of the putijic affairs of Paducah this
could
force the boards back where year. Last year the deficit was only
PUBLISHED BY THE
they
stood
on private ground, unless $44,000, but it was enough. A well
_REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.
they were unsafe, and cited a'recent known republican remarked that if the
op
t
ir
(Incorporated.)
decision of the Illinois supreme court republicans had not been defeated
W
At Register 13micting, 523 Broadway to that effect. It was then suggested that they would have bankrupted the
that those standing on the streets city,
President could be removed and orders to that
JAMES E. WILHELM.
-•••
THE WOMAN'S
CLUB
HAS
Treasurer
JOHN, WILHELM,
effect were given the street inspector.
RAISED OVER HALF THE
St.
Louis
is
preparing
to take .1 long
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary
We believe a Sun reporter was ores- stride towards municipal
NEEDED AMOUNT.
ownership
Entered at the Postoffice of Padu- , ant when this action was taken. A The legislature is to enact a bilj percah, Ky, as second-class mail matter few days after the manager of the bill mitting that city
IT GOES ON SALE MONDAY MORNING,JANUARY
to vote bonds for
28TH AT
They Contemplate Buying the Grief Li
!boards called on this writer and asked building a subway in the
O'CLOCK.
THE SALE WILL LAST ALL WEEK.
business
part
Se.00
Year
Property
One
on Kentucky Avenue,
him as president of the board to have of the city.
WE OFFER EVERY GARMENT IN TH.E LINE
2.50
and Putting Up Clubhouse.
AT EXACTLY
Six 'Months
until
a
up
inspector
hold
to
strcet
the
THE
WHOLESALE PRICE.
1.25
Three Maths
.zo further investigation could be made.
One week
It .will be quite a relief to the peoThis request was granted, and we
The woman's club finance comple
to know that there are jun nineAnyone failing to receive this paper knew nothing of the warrants being
mittee Is meeting with substantial enteen other members of the general couragement in
regularly should report the matter to
their visits to differIN THE SALE ARE DRUMMERS SAMPLES AND
entil we read in the paper Of
The Reoistcr Office at once. Tele- issued
LITTLE
council, and every one of them has a ent parties soliciting funds with
which
we
then
Even
ODD
issued.
being
LOTS OF GARMENTS THAT THE MANUFACTURER
them
phone CoMberland 3t8.
HAS
vote on all questions befori that the good ladies will purchase the
CLOSED OUT TO US AT A LOW PRICE, ENABLIN
went to the street inspector for thtg
Grief
property
on
G
US
Kentucky
TO
body.
avenue,
S.
to be used as the site for ther hand- OFFER EVERY GARMENT AT WHOLESALE FIGURES.
purpose of having the warrants withsome club building. Although the
IN THE SALE WILL BE FOUND BIG LOTS OF
drawn, and was informed that the
There are some very salty reports ladies have visited only a few people
billboard people had told him to get
LADIES' GOWNS, 44,c TO fr3.00.
leaking
out about a so-called public- during their spare moments, they
LADIES'
them out, as now was as good a dme
LONG SKIRTS 311c TO Sio.
have been liberally met, and already
•
any to settle the matter. This is spirited crowd in this city, and when $2,Foo of the needed
LADIES'
as
SHORT
ANNOUNC
SKIRTS 23C TO $z.7o.
EMENTS.
•i
$4,000 has been
they are in shape to be made public
the true history of the case and can
LADIES' cossrr, COVERS 15C TO hoe.
,a sJbscribed by the business men of
•11
!
i• t
the city.
City Jailer.
e verified by interviewing the per- sensation will result.
LADIES' DRAWERS raC TO So50.
4
The ladies are just now in a posi,itaWe are authorized to announce the sons indicated and consulting the
LADIES' CHIMISES 23C TO Soso,
tion to make an active compaign
i andidacy of Joe A. Purchase for city
From expressions heard oq all sides which
were issued as
INFANTS' LONG DRESSES zgC TO 311C....u,somegvuomminm
will be started this week, and
ler, subject to the action of the records. The warrants
the result of the action of the general yesterday we are forced to the con- they entertain no doubts but
CHILDREN'S GOWNS eaC TO $140iVmocratic party.
that all
OF COURSE THERE IS EVERY IMAGnuari
council, and the request of the bill- clusion that voting for one's self will the amount required will shortly be
--nots - BE.1
0 IN e are authorized to announce the board people, so the street inspector never become a popular fad in Padu- sAhcribed.
TWEEN THESE EXTREMES.
,,
andidacy of W. T. (Billy) Reed for
Those who have met them liberally
states, and only a malicious writer cah.
THERE IS EVERY STYLE OF GARMENT
thus far are:
, ty jailer, subject to the action of
kaatcould
truth
the
for
PBX?
regard
with
no
TO FIND ANY WHERE IN
Dr. Gilbert
AMERICA7GprEat._ ARE
Reynolds, August
t !e democratic piety.
coficoct such a conclusion as that
As soon as the cold snap passes Kerpe, St. Louis, Mo.; Dr. James PLAIN GARMENTS AND TRIMMED GAIMULNiks
, We are authorired to announce the published by the Sun.
politics will begin to warm up. An Sleetb, Thompson, Wilson dc Co.
•-si • - "VA
•st;
ndidacy of Sam I.. Beadles for city
A few months ago the board of election for all city officers occurs in Wm. Katterjohn, Sam Hughes, Abe
•• r •
•11••••••••
tier, subject to the action of the
Livingston, 0. C. Hank, 13. W. Cor.ed the standing November.
public works order
oclison, Talbot Laurie, Frederick
inocrati c party.
signs of the Kentucky theatre and of
WE HAVE litAl3it AR EXTRA EFFORT THIS TIME
Shaior, Richard NValker, Wm. Morrie,
AND
various other firms off the sidewalks,
Railroad Commissioner.
Sherrill, Russell Lumber company, HAVE PROCURED THE BEST LOT OF GOODS
ul
FOR THIS SALE
The Thaw murder trial is nos% on
Langstaff, Orme manufretur
We arc authorized to announce because they were obstructions. The
ing com- THAT WE HAVE EVER OFFERED.
cseorge W. Landram, of Livingston malicious writer in the Sun in dealing at New York and it promises to hold pany, Captain HarrisOon
Watts,
Mrs.
public attention for a few weeks at Eemund Post, C.
a, a candidate for railroad
C Grassham, John
the
matter
with
in
said
a
news
item
eommissioner from OA First Railleast.
nelilschlaeter, J. S. Bleecker, Wm.
mad district Gil Wentucky; subject to the theatre only advertised with the
Marble. PUreell, C. H. Rieke & Sons.
4: action of the democratic party.
Max B. Nabm, Bowling Green,
afternoon tapers, thereby aiming to
WITH ALL GOODS ADVANCED AND STILL GOING HIGHER
Ky
The corporations scored one when Hank Bros., Given
Fowler, Dr. War- THIS IS AN OPPORTUNITY THAT SHOULD APPEAL TO EVERY
crealie the impression that the editor
Sunday Morning, January 27, tgoo.
President Palmer voted for an elected Per, Henry Overby. C. N. Riker. R.
WOMAN IN PADUCAH.
of the Register was responsible kr
H. NoNble, John Little, Mrs. John
himself president a the board.
WE BELIEVE IT TO BE,,THE BEST OFFERING WE HAVE
the removal of the obstructions beKeileo Dow Wilcox, Capt. James
A Malicious Pinhead.
cause the theatre did not advertise in
Koster, B. H. Scott. A. S. Thompson, EVER MADE IN ALL OUR YEARS OF STOREKEEPING WHEN
As it takes five aldermen to pass an James Rudy, Rhodes-Burford.
The Paducah Soli in venting its his paper. The fact is, Dr. Taylor
James WE CONSIDER THE TENDENCY TOWARD HIGHER PRICES IN
eine, John K. Ferguson, J. L.
ordinance,
pet schemes of either side
1=pleen towards the editor of the was the member who brought the
Wolf, ALL LINES OF GOODS
Nagel & Meyers. R. B. Phillips,
Register, who is a member of the matter before the board, and as those will get a black eye.
James C. Utterback, Emmett Bagby.
board of public works, should at least people were violating the law they
Sam
Levy, Charles
Richardson,
have the decency to not assail or im- were notified to cease doing so.
Michael Bros., Wm. McFadden. Rcv.
%V E. Cave, Sol Dreyfus, C. E Jenpugn the motives of the other two
We have no desire to be before the
.rings, George Goodman, I D WilAmbers, and above all it ihould not public or to discuss our acts as a pubcox, D. B. Sanders, Charles Reed,
resort to common lying in the state- lic official, but when an unscrupulous
Wallace Weil, S. A Fowler, Sydney
ments it may make about any one. writer descends to malicious lying in
Loeb, B. J. Billings, Horace IA;
The (oho/ two members of the board justice to ourselves we feel that the
Shinn, W. B. Webb. I). E. Wilson,
Chas. and Fibo Alcott, Hummel Bros.
of public works are men of affairs; truth should be given the public Durbegin re ming tip the bank more rapC
FRANK
SMITH Rodney Davis. W. M Rieke, T.
intelligent, discreet, of sound business ing the twelve months that we have ALDERMAN
B.
idly.
BOUGHT INTEREST IN BEHarrison, M. W. Clark, Roy Colley,
Nothing but the most discouraging
lodgment, fair, unbiased and with the endeavored to discharge the duties of
BOUT OFFICE
E. W. Bockmon. Hal Corbett, E. W.
of reports come from everywhere, as
(-Swage and independence to act and a member of the board of public
Baker, Wm. Borneman, Dr. W. V.
they show constancy in the rises
sote as they deem best on all ques- works we have never had any one to
Owen, L. D. Potter, Armour Gard%%filch con•inne coming, with no
tions flat come before that body. say that he or the corporations did Contractor George Katterjohn Does tor, Dr. Frank Boyd. Dick Rudy,
cation fur an early standstill of thit
George C. Wallace, Luther Graham,
Not Begin Tomorrow on Princerivers.
They.never seek to influence any one not get a square deal, or that we
J C. Flournoy, Schrnanus Bros., Mu;- THE GAUGE THIS MORNING AT
ton
Depot—Bus
iness
News.
As today is Sunday and the first
influenced
aoct are beyond being
by have not given the public a square
cue Burnett, Mrs. Frank Parham,
y O'CLOCK SHOWED 45-7
since the river got to such a serious
best
agothing other than what their
deal. It has been left to a malicious
John Sinnott, Jr.. Dr. I. B. Howell,
FEET HERE.
stage, thousands of people will be out
lodgment dictates. And if the editor pinhead writer to make insinuations
•
looking upon the vast field of water
Alderman Frank South yesterday W. F. Paxton. 0. L. Gregory, Waller otthe Register was all that the Sun that are at variance with the truth and eurchased an interest in the insurance stein Bros, Ragby & Ifartin, E. D.
which stretslos from here to sewn
imagines him to be, still lii could ex- the records.
buimess of Mr. Louis L. Bebout and Hannan, John G. Miller, Virgil Sher- Reports From Everywhere Evidence miles back sito the woods over on the
Illinois side of the stream.
No Hope for a Standstill or Dehereafter the firm name will be "Be- reli. Dr. S B. Pullian:. Mrs. Elbridge
ercise no influence over men of such
Palmer, Eli G. Boone, J. I). Mocquot.
The reports yesterday showed die
Streams.
cline
the
of
bout
and
Smith"
and
continue
doing
high character as the other two memGeorge
gauges
reading as follows;
Flournoy,
Frank
Fiber,
The Dallas News says
Lee
In elect- business at the old place. 306',/2
bers of the board, and each member
Levy, Dr. Sights, A. J. Decker
Cairo, 50.1, rising.
ing Senator-Bailey with charges pend- Broadway.
Chattanooga, 61, rising.
has a vote in his own right on all
Mr. Smith is one of thc most sterlThie niqrning at 3 o'clock the zany(
ing against him the legislature has
Cincinnati, 54.o, falling.
ovitestions before that body.
ing and reliable business men of the
THE
GHOST WALKED.
showed 45,7 feet here and more water
committed a grave mistake, amountEvansville. 46.1, falling.
city, and the partnership makes a
So far as the editor of the Register
coming from everawhere. During
Johnsonville, ta.o. rising.
ing really to a calamity to the people sirens firm in this line. Both will de- City Attsches
All Got Their Money scsterday much of the snow melted.
is concerned, he expects nothing but
Louisville, 36.2, falling.
of Texas and to the democratic party vote their entire attention to the
:
Yesterday and Were Happy.
but when the shades of evening fell
criticisms from the Sun, .and bO
Mt. Carmel, 24.o,
business,
which is one of the largest
.
of the ration. This is true regardless
the atmosphere turned much colder
Nashville,
23.0,
innuendo and insintiatiou scrim placed
"Business was good" fin! the holdof Senator Bailey's guilt or innocence in Western Kentucky, they having a
and converted the fine snow into ice,
Pittsburg. 58, falling
inn false light before its readers, but
ers
of
public
line of strong and leading companies
offices and positions yes- and the body of the white
It is the worst thing that could have
Mt. Vernon, 48.5. falling.
coating is
terday around the city hall, as the
in every branch
evri such a course on its part does
held intact and prevented from meltPaducah, 45.0, rising,
been done to Senator Bailey himself,
office
of
City Treasurer John J. ing. It is believed,
n11justify falsehood.
however, that thes
assuming that he is innocent
Dorian was blocked off by the parties
Weather Prevents Work.
sun of today will start a good thaw. 'He who most be goaded to d4
the San of yestOtifay the board
calling for their pay checks, out of
and if this occurs (he streams will right is going to do wrong.
Contractor George Katterjohn had which
of oak works is criticised for haithey have been kept all of this
leaving
tomorrow
for month on account
Hearst's independence league i to iatended
-,varraros issued against a bill1,
of the aldertname
Princeton with his gang of brick board
deadlock preventing any ald company, and reference is made invade Kentucky. His representative masons to begin laying
CONDENSED STATEMENT OF
the brick for
be Kentucky theatre 'advertising, is now in Louisville arranging for an the new depot the Illinois Central lowances being made. It is needs
to state that everybody was on hand
:'i ths artic:e tolcctlitA191S leaves organization there. Those leagues are railroad is constructing there.. ,The after
their money, which the office0
Sun's readers to infer •that be- what the corporations fear, and Padu- snow- prevents the Paducah contrac- holders were beginning to need.
e
• that playhootie,does not adver: cah needs just such a body. A well tor from going however, as men can- About j0000 was paid out to the
not work out in the open during this municipal attaches.
ti iriethe Refer 'hot Its editor is organized league with money back of character
of bitter and piercing •
Te
sible for the warrants, although it can employ attorneys to go into weather. MI-. Katterjohn hats the
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
- MEDICAL SOCIETY
oens
the Ist1Std of pubric works is criticised. courts and force the corporations to contract for the brick work and was
At. Close of Business December 31, 1906. .;
to start tomorrow his part of the un- Drs. Stewart and Bass
Atotisteildittiv-sof the Son on two occa- give the people a square deal
Have the Body
dertaking, but %dill nosy wait until the
• to Meet With Them Tuesday.
RESOURCES.
5;06,4231-printed a malieious tie about
4
snow melts away.
suctotosatters. we svi•olfto say that the
M.any repul4licans are very much
The McCracken County Medical so- Loans and Discounts
$1$4...03-cre
waiitTirig 'ejf . the billboard people
chagrined over the manner in which s
ciety meets Tuesday evening with Stocks and Bonds ..o
May Leave Paducah.
;oce:rio
,
waste ,result of on order from the the
Colon-el Bud Dale, proprietor of Drs. P. H. Stewart and W. J. Bass
deadlOck was broken. It means
Furniture
Banking
House
and
Fixtures
9,080.17.
rcpubhcan general oouneil..Our recolthe defeat of that party in this City the New Richmond, may next mouth at their suite of offices in the Frago to Naylor, Texas, to take charge ternity building. Dr. J. T. Reddick Cash and Exchange
lection is -that the matter first came next
•
56,709-95
November. The people were al- of the leading
hotel there, his brother lectures to the medical men on "Pleuup in the board of public works viten ready
disgusted with the record of and Mr. J. N. Raynor having bought risy and Its Complications," while anthe -editor of the Itegititer Was out of that
crowd, and the election of the the place, and desires the Padueahan other of the series of fine talks on
$362
,154.
09'
the City. On December 3, in the .president
of the board of aldermen to run it. If Colonel Dale goes there "Skin Diseases" will be made by Dr.
LIABILIT
IES.
C H Brothers.
lower hoard of the republican general was
accomplished by methods that he will leave his assistant 'here to
run the New Richmond, which lie
council the minutes read, "On motion 4maz A
Capital Stock
the people
59t9F:a°
• Seven in Human Life.
will continue controlling.
it Wok.,&del.
:46d that the board of pubrouiffi.To
A writer divides the human life as Undivided ProSte
• le '
lic works haire ail billboards on the
follows;
At
Vancancies
three
Deposits
Were
times
Filled. '
seven a man
.We wish to risk the prediction
267.1S-30
streets removed bock their heighth
The directors of the West End reaches a competent age in the eyee
that
•
a
repubilcan
schemer will find it Improvement company
front the pevetnents." In due 'course
yesterday of the law; at four times seven he is
'
4
11/1) 10- ooluqms
Ibis action reachtd the board of pub:
U62,154-69
. far more difficult to manipulate affairs elected to the board of directors, fill- in full possession of his strength; at
lit works, and a notice to that -effect. now than when both boards were ing the scat made vacant • 'by s his five times seven he is fit for the. busidividend of 2 1-2 per cent was declared out of the ast,
la,her-in•law's death.
ness of the world; at six times...sever
was sent So the billboard company. composed of republicans and all it
Only Mioo Remaining.
'T7 becomes grave and wise if- he i- eirsagps of the past six months, and credited to Alai
At theiveqt!t;st action -was deferred took, to ,carry a: scheme was to yell
All but $66o has now been sr;tade ever destined to; at seven times sever
"PolitiCsI"
until :titer January I. because of SOtTle
up for the $te,000 bonus donated he is in hi, apogee, and from - that stockholders payable on demand.
commercial posters being on the
by the business men of the city to time he begins to decay; at eight
boards under contract until that time.
Many a poor dupe of the corpora- get 'the Lietchtied, Ill., glass plant times seven he is in his first climac
terie, at nine times seven he is in his
'After that date the matter again came tions in after 3-cars discovers what a moved here.
gland climacteric, and at ten times
lip in the board and steps were being fool 4st has been to frilloo• their adThe heaviest chains are made from seven he has reached the allotted
4
taken fo instroct the street inspector'" Yice•
liberties abused. _
_ _A.-. _
span of life.
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More Than Three Thousand Garmenti
in the Drummers' Sample Lii:e of
Muslin Underwear.
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Best Yet.

Great Opportunity.
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AN INTEREST

ruRcut&THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY PADUCAH, KY.
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DON GILBERTO

YESTERDAY

Of Ladies' New Spring Jackets
•

-

that I 'have done just what the bible s
esphltdds me in doing."
Doubt of this was expressed. Going
to a bureau drawer, Miss Morgan
prcduced a small testament, turned to
St. John and pointed to the following underscored words:
"Greater love hath no man than 1
this, that a man lay down his life for ONLY FEW KILLED BUT A
his friend."
NUMBER ARE SERIOUSLY
The interlocutor admitted his deWOUNDED.
feat and went away.

First Showing

Celebrated his seventy-first birtrday at "The Homeof the
Wallow Springs," where all his patrons and Friends
shook
hands with him and said: "Uncle Don, you
are no back
number, are you?". And, of course, "The Don"
treated all of
them to "High-balls" of the celebrated "Wallow Springs"
with
"Shamrock.". One and all wished him long life and plenty
of "Willow Spring..."
Of course, everyone knows Don Gilberto will
do everything
he says he will, and for this month, and
this month only, he
will give to his patrons, friends and enemies,
a chance -to
procure the Celebrated

AGREE TO DIE TOGETHER.

North Wisconsin Road Has Unique
Record-Never Killed a PassenEighteen-Year-Old Girl Killed by Her
ger-Burlington Gets Pass.
:7-Year-Old Cousin, Who Then
Commits Suicide.
Bedford, Ind., Jan. 36.-In a headNew York, Jan. 26.-Sarah King, on collision near
here today on the
aged 18, of Orchardist, was shot and Southern Indiana railroad
between a
instantly killed yesterday by her cous passenger train and a
light engine a
in, Meyer Schwartz, aged 17, at hi: number of persons were
injured. •
home at tos Broom street. Schwart:
then shot and killed himself. It h
bottled in bond and four years old, at wholesale
Trains in Head-On Club.
prices, in rebelieved the boy and girl entered into
membrance of his birthday anniversary and in
Aurora, Ill., Jan. a6.-A head-end
appreciat
ion of
a pact to die together, because their collision
what one and all have done for him since he
occurred at 6 o'clock tonight
opened, two years
parents objected to their fondness for between a Rockford
ago.
passenger train
each other. Three notes were found on the Chicago, Burlingto
n and
all signed by the boy. One read as Quincy railroad and a passenger
train
follows:
on the Geneva branch at the Lake
"My father did not allow me to go street crossing in Aurora.
4 full quurts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash
Whiskey,
to her. lier mother did not want her
to go to me, and therefore we both
Fast Freight in Wreck.
go together."
Norfolk, Va., Jan. 26.-A wreck oc6 full quarts "Willow Springe" Sour-mash Whiskey.
curred on the Seaboard Air Line railIf rich, be not elated; if poor, be way at' Boykins, 'Va.,
early today
not dejected -Socrates.
when a fast freight train bound front
.,4‘4
Portsmouth to Hamlet, N. C., went
12 full quarts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash
Whiskey,
Licensed to Marry.
through an open switch and running
011ie Rudolph, aged 27, and Hattie
into a siding was derailed. Fireman
Futrell, aged 19, of the county, were
Walter Colley of the engine drawing
5 ofitaged Isfor ?L shrdlu crrifyryphr
train No. 21 was caught under the
geanted o license tomarry by the
wieckage and killed. Engineer %Valclerk. Another license issued was to
liant H. Cape! of Portsmouth and
Andrew Staley, aged 30, and Ethel
Brakeman Joe Johnson, colored, were
distilled at McMinnville, Tenn., by Hennessey & Co, for
Roark, aged 17, of the coustfy.
this
seriously injured.
month only at the followirg prices:
CITY SOLICITOR INSTITUTED
MAYOR
OF
ST.
LOUIS PLANS
4 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy
MANY MORE ACTIONS
Megiaeriel Court.
UNDERGROUND SYSTEM,
Trainman is Killed.
YESTERDAY.
Justice John J. Bleich convenes his
Honiton, Me., Jan. 26.-One trainBUIT,T BY MUNICImonthly term of magisterial court toroan
PALI'rY
was killed and one was seriously
.
:norrow morning at his office on
6 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy,
injured in a head-on collision today
•
South Fourth street.
. Letween teo rfeight trains in the
NVANTED-Horse collar cutters Subway'to Be Leased to An Operat- Presque Isle yard of the Bangor and
Aroostook railroad.
int Company-Revenue Will
Ind collar stitcher*. Address 176
is full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy,
Pay Inc Construction.
Fourth avenue, Louisville. Ky.
Chicago Train Leaves Track.
LILLIE RAY CLAIMS THE HART
...opeica, Kan. Jan. a6.-Passenger
LEY& WERE NOT QUALIRemember that the Celebrated "Willow Springs" Whiskey
St. Louis, Jan. .4.-Mayor 'Wells t‘n No. 2, West bound from CaliFIED TO PRACTICE
fornia to Chicagie on the Atchison,
is
a pure sour-mash whiskey, not a sweet mash, nor a continuwill transasit to the Missouri legisla- Topeka and
MEDICINE.
Santa Fe railroad, was
ous run of the still.
ture within the next two weeks a hill derailed at Stafford. Kan, shortly
(Continued from Page One.)
Across the "Brook'' and over the "Hilt," at "The Home of
contemplating a constitutional amend before noon today. Nine coaches left
the Willow Springs," in "Early Times in 1905. "Jack and
R. E. Edward Claims That His Wife eoods and 15o basketteof provisions mem to eriabk the city of St. Louis the track, hut did not turn over. No
Gill" and "Beam" drank the celebrated "Willow Springs" with
Ella Edwards Abandoned Him
..inong the needy; gave out Roo re- to issue bonels for the construction of passengero werc seriously injured.
Don Gilberto at No. 116 South Fourth Street, Paducah Ky.
Six Wombs After the Wedligious papers and soo tracts; visited a subway railroad system. The prepding.
the jajil twice and poor freest twice; aration of this measure was intrusted
Car Plunges Toward River. '
Lot employment for to women and to City Counselor Bates several days
Morgantown, W. a a., Jan. 26.rot perminant homes for two boys ago, and he will render his opinion Soren passengers were severely iti
.3 City Solicitor Jame; Campbell. Jo. .nd two girls; rescued two woman with a draft of the bill to Mayor jured.at
o,
Lloyd Morris, a conductor
III&
yesterday instituted more suits in the from a life of shame; gave lodgings Well; early next week.
is fatally hurt late JaeCome go with me to the Willcw Springs,
Immediately upon receiving the ree 4iiiht
circuit court against parties-he clsind to qs, and mestr t.(X•liftl
Om:en a well-filled trolley car
Have y al ever yet been there?
owes the city back taxes on their versions, several reclaimed and aun port of City-Counselor Bates Mayor limped the tack and plunged 100
Take
a &ilk, and you are !Anse to think
Wells will invite public-spirited citi- yards toward the Monongahela river.
"reds impressed for a better We. •
property as follows:
You own the arth and air.
Yens to a conference in his office on
Mon Religious Worship.
Sylvester Tally, $69.65. for iciot-colThe meetings at the Mission are the advisability of taking preliminary
o3•04-05; Herman Wallerstein and
Close by the Springs stand a Grand Old man;
Never Killed a Passenger.
Napier Boughtcr,026.79 for 1e03-04- assuming great interest apit oggie pi steps to realize . the great enterprise.
Madison, Wis.. Jan. 26.-liere's
He will dip, and talk, and tell05t Mrs. Dora McMahon, $17.16, for much benefit to the attendants under Citirene who are especially active in ra:lroad after the interstate commerce
Earth's flowers may blast and the green grass die,
tips; II. D. and Inez Saks, $6.53, for the plain and earnest ministry of the ieterest of the community and the coawnission's own heart. It
But what care you-"All's well."
was built
mos; John Van Cubit $293.59, for Sister Anna Wasson of St. Louis. municipality will participate in the through a sparsely
settled country,
The Willows spring, and 'he springs speak back.
19131-02-03-04; ifildred Vaughan Ver- Mo., who has been wth us since the meeting.
was the latiluth, South Shore and AtSoon after the bill will be sent to lantic, and
And the good old world jogs ona non, tp..4 for 19o; Mrs. L S. 33rd, delivering the message of God's
while the national rate
But what care those who have felt its thrill
Bailey, asi1.46, for 1905; Lucile Lee, love in usch tendert and forceful ex- Jefferson City and a special request board is Investigating
wrecks in the
And seen "Good Uncle Don."
Sai.46, for tcros; J. D. Yancey. $22.31. eress:ons. setting forth the great will be made few its passage at this csac this line of the
north Wisconsin
for 1903; E. S. Barnett. Sa.o8, for rower of the gospel to save the sin- session of the legislature.
:owl Michigan country, the original
A song may die,
tops; W. Lenihan. $9.i, for 1905; sick soul that people are hearing and
The idea which Mayor Wells; now of the "two
streaks of rust" parallel,
And the world forge t both you and other things,
George and Annie Mae Brown. aeading gladly; from three to a half- has in mind, as outlined in an inter- has never had
a passenger killed.
Unless you see and feel the flow
$8.3s. for loos, W. T. Moore. Sta601. torn each night pleading for mercy. view last night, is for the city to This, at least,
was the argument made
Of good old Willow Springs,.
for 190.1-05; Mrs. Rosina Burton. Seven meekly bowed tonight
in build the subway and lease it to an to the state rate commission, which
$13.35, for tiyas; George el. Glass, prayer at the conclusion of the ser- operating company at the best bid, for was asked
Then take us back to Willow Springs,
to make the South Shore
$.3•75, for 1905; F.. %V. Whittemore, mon, and one dear young man con- a designated term of years.
Down by a shady dell;
loop it, trains at Marengo, saying it
The city would get a stipulated
$16.69. for 1905; Theodore R. Chapin, sented to give his heart to God and
Let
us think and drink sr d roll co •.'-e graea-p•
viould
have
to
run
the
trans
so fast
e.
0
..4.07. for 1933-saa-o3; Mary B. Mills, come forth rejoicing In a Saviours revenue per year from the lessee for to
For the good old springs won't tell.
make up lost time that the speed
$5.35. for 1905; Frank B. Sink, $11.17, love and sins forgiven.
A cordial in- interest and sinking fund purposes, in ieculd be dangerous.
for tops.
vitation is extended to all to hear addition to taxes and special income.
This means about oto suite the so- Sister Wasson tell the sweet story of and the enterprise thereby would be
Blovvn in the '
Burlington Gets Sole Pass.
, I..citor has filed altogether.
the cross and the great salvation profitable to the municipality.
he rmopolis, Wyo., Jan. 26.-A
The
city
would
'have
the
right
to
offered to a sin-stricken people. A
WILLOW SPRINGS and DON GILBERTO
party of Burlington railroad contrac4
comfortablc house, evrybody wel- operate the system, under certain conTried to Care Cancer.
tors
has
begun building a line of
(batons, and it would always exercise
Lillie Ray, executrix of the will of come.
railroad through the famous Big
At the Home of
hat
supervisi
on
which
would
insure
R.
W. CHILES, Pastor.
the late Fannie Herrn. yesterday filed
licon canyon in order to forestall the
the
most
satisfacto
ry
public
service.
'
suit in the 'circuit court against H. C.
Subway Without Costto Taxpayers Northwestern line, which was to be
abd Rufus Healey for recovery of
Miesionery Society.
built through the same canyon next
Plan.
sirtso paid them.ba.-Tanuie 'lent: to The Valornan's Missionary society of The featurestheregarding
swing.
For twelve miles there is
operation
cure her of cancer. During tiacia-os the Trimble street church will meet
rrioni for only one road through the
have
not
been
thought
out,
and
arc
the Hentz woman was living and suf- tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
cleft and it has been a race between
fering from cancer. She a as treated at the residence of Mrs. J. C. Martin subject to change as the plan is de- t'tte
two roads as to which could first
vcloped,
Mayor
as
Wlell's
chief
object
by theallieci:Itit,Ve who claimed ef tots Harrison street'.
teach the canyon and secure the right
is
to
take
care
of
the
interest;
both
of
they ccitild Cure'r.
'
She paid them
the city and the public. The enter- of way.
Truining Chula Meeting.
$177.50, but afterwards died, passing
Big Horn canyon is the key
The weekly meeting will be held to- prise would, according to present in- tt
away last November. ?be executrix
traffiv in all northern and western
dications,
a
be
better
investmen
t
for
of the dead woman's estate now sues morrow evening at 7:30 o'clock at
aakyomiag and the only route through
the Hartley' for recovery of the Grace parish home by the Union Sun- the municipality, in effecting municithe Owl Creek mountaino The Northownershi
pal
p
making
by
the
revenue
money on.alie ground theyowere not day school training class and all.Ssinacquired from the lessee pay for the western must seek an outlet to the
qualifies416 Cilfe cancer or practice day school teachers, worked 'Lind
construct
ion and ultimately -provide west .far to the south of its planned
medicine, and knew that when they Bible _students are welcomed to join
the city with a subway without cost lisc
4 took the Ilentz woman's money they and pursue the studies taken up.
said to be of fabulous value.
They discovered the ground knit
to the taxpayers.
George J. Whitney, of Pittsburg, been salfted with gold and coppe:
were Ott eapable of &sine '-hat they
Mayor
Wells favors prompt action EARTH "SALTED" WITH
and Edward F. Buchanan, of the A. and now/here could they find the nen
conte4o.l. On these grouni:e tic re- SAYS BIBLE EXCUSES
COPPER AND GOLD O. Brown company, of New York, material intact in placer,
PAWNING HER BODY in disposing of preliminary matters,,
goes(' is- ..111ade for return of the
but all evi•
• so as to remove obstructions. It is
bought a large interest in the corn- dence pointed to a careful turniag
nioneyo
necessary, if the city is to build 3 sub-New York, Jan. 25.----G. B. Hunt,
over of the soil and a systematic
way, that the municipality should seLouisville, is here to inquire
Des
Moines,
la..
Jaw
23.
-The
Mr. Whitney accepted the presi- stinnkling of gold and copper.
Wimts Divorce,
.
aiicatrnnge story of Dottie Morgawo.eho cure the authority to issue bonds and into the alleged "salting" of the dency of the company and went to
R. E. Edward was uraiiikeistoop
ddo not propohc at this time?
own, lease, maintain and ,manage the rignee_of the Santo Domingo Gold 'San Dontingo
. He believed the prop- said Mr. Buchanan, "toeharge
in this county July 27. 1900. mortgaged her own body to a pawn- enterprise
z
.
The
right
and,Caapp
to
increase
er
the
company,
in which many erty was as represented.
Now yesterday the hurhand filed suit broker for ten dollars with which to
crime to any particular person. Or.
bonded indebtedness necessitates an Louisville capitalists are interested.
bring
a
dying
friend
to
home
her
Whitney had been in Santo.. Boin
against the ssiic, for divorce on the
aMendment to the constitution. The
The Santo Domingo Gold and Cop- ttling° only a short time, when he body of men."
ground that she deserted him Decem- Dec SIoines, has brought the young
legislatur
e
must enact a special art to per company, owning a mineralized
latichanan that affairs 'had
ber 21,Arziei Besides the 'dissolution woman. into publicity of which -*be
submit the amendment to the voters diatriet in Santo Domingo of more
taken an unfavorable turn, where- ,In thirty-six Kansas comfit*
of tiiirldtarlial tie she asks for possec.- never dreamed, and which her modest
and
the
voters
must render their ver- than 250 square miles, was organized upon Buchanan
nature does not altogether appreciate.
sion.cif, akeir 5-yea r d son.
took a corps of ex- school superintendent; elected thie
some months ago. The land was ,perts to the property:
However, she does not regret what dict at the polls.
year aee. women.
•
she did- 'he says she acted "iatsly
-Power of Attorney.
45
A docurneot was lodged for record from impulse of duty and knew of
yesterday with the county clerk no other method of obtaining the
wh401110!4/11,14iter ,Washisiton -. con- ,necessary money.
farral Preersoafs atataratcy„ to, I. A. "4 had no expectation that the story
Was,
of mar humble effort in behalf of a
friend would be telegraphed all over
the country. , It wbuld never have
Property Sold.
J. A...ktierpaill sold to K:tirl.alo
.It for been known if Mr. Levich and not
KING00110EMENT"
Si and 'Otlier consideration; property told of it himself. However. I shall
in* the Johnson Mapkwood addition. noi scold Mr. Levich. He offered to
The deed was kit with the clerk yes- lend tne the Money without sectsrit>
'until I was able to cancel_ the debt.
rdy.
terdayg
Ha
For
tty on \skeet Tennce.- ,but I do not' want anyone to take any
see street Was transferred by, J. H. fnanciat risks in my behelf.
- Another thing, I can prove tes yeti
Ballance to Mary Coleman.
. _
We are now showing the first
shipment of new jackets in the
latest cuts and materials.
In tans, black, lightplaids,
new checks etc.
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The Store That
Leads
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$5.00
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PUKE APPLE BRANDY
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domain. The theory asserts that it
each stage is ended and a nes/ era uk
gun the soul sheds most of the features it illustrated in the lite it let,
retaining now and then, however,
vague memories of somc of its ante
cedent states. Such memories, tore
PADUCAH, 1K`i
ibly projected into die foreground of
130 S. THIRD STREET;
CONSISTING OF TOWN OF CON- our existence today, it is held, shook
SIDERABLE SIZE IN ILL!!convince us that we have 'lived be
NOIS AND INDIANA.
fore.'
"Everything we have heard or seer
or otherwise appreciated through tin
Preliminary Seeps Will Be Taken agency of our sense organs—every
impression, every sensation—is really
With a View to Perfecting
stored up within those brain cells
Organization.
Such
an
BoilerAccident, Life, Liability, Steam
which exercise the memory function.
True, we may not be able to recall
Danville, III., Jan. 26.—Sore at the all of them at will. Many are doubtmanagement of the Kitty league, less beyond the reach of the power
revives and prints off for us pos
kept out of the Tliree-Eye by Gos- that
from our stored up mental negitives
direcResidence Phone 73, nell's telegram to the board of
Office Phone pg.
atives.
But it is none the less sigfinaland
meeting,
Chicago
tors at the
ly knocked out of a ghost of a chance nificant that on occasion we can disfor a berth in the Central league, lo- inter memories of events whose date
cal fans arc cheerfully trying t,) de- lies very far back in our lives—rec"R
INSURE WITH--,
"
vise a way of breaking into some ollections, these, perhaps, we have
sort of an aggregation for, the base- never realized after their reception.
ball season, one that will last through but lying latent and only awaiting
L. L.
the requisite and proper stimulus to
the summer.
Ever since the failure of the Kitty awaken them and bring them to the
surface of our life.
to make good in a financial way last
"This expresses briefly what we
every
tried
have
men
season, local
way possible to get into some other mean by our 'subliminal consciousPhones:Office 385—Residence 169. aggregation, but with the letter t( ness.' It is that underlayer of stored
Office. 306 Broadway
Secretary-Treasurer Primm, received up impressions and memories which
yesterday afternoon from the Cen- is only fully awakened in certain brain
states and of which in our ordinary
tral stating that there is no opening
life we only receive the faintest and
in that league, all chance of getting
most occasional reminders of its exinto anything big arc gone.
istence.
We do not recognize the
local
the
in
thing
newest
the
About
baseball world at the present time i source of es-cry bit of ancient news
(Incor porated.)
the subliminal consciou.sneas may
the talk of a new league, to be madr
bring to light, and so we treat its
up of Indiana and Illinois cities. The
movement has not been thoroughly resurrictions as if they were reties'
launched as yet, but at a meeting ,,r lions from some previous phase oi
MACHIN.
baseball men to be held at the .Netni existence. But often the clew is supFIEIGHT,
HANDLING
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR
plied us, and the apparent mysterious
'house this afternoon the matter ssil'
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
reawakening of past life appears
be discussed. Just what cities
merely as a recollection the origi•
be included in the new organizatios
of which we did not at first recog
BOTH PHONES.
OFFICE SECOND AND MO!
s ROE
has not been decided, should the new
nize.
league bc started, but it would probah"Even 07C idea that sometimes
ly he made up of smaller cities tha.i
strikes.us on entering a strange place
the Three-Eye or Central league.
The cities that are most discussed hitherto unknown to us, that we %ass'
been there before' is capable of ra
are Danville. Paris. Clinton. Mattoon
tional explanation. Our brain is built
and Champaign, Ill., Lafayette, Crass on the double principle and acts in
fordsville, Williamsport and Lebanon
appreciating our surroundings throng!.
Intl. The fact that some of the cities
the simultaneous work of its two
inmentioned have small populations i•
tellectual centers. If there exists a
not considered to be as much again.t
slight discrepancy in this aimultantithem as the fact Opt all of the towns
ous work, so that one half of nu'
named are close to each other am,
brain appreciates the scene a littb
the expense of travel would be greatly
before the other half, we arer present
de.sreased
cal with the false memory of havins
sera the place before."

Mated,Efingera Co DAN VILLE WANTS
.Undertakers and Embalmers.

A NEW LEAGUE

(Aron Directory Company

Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE

Campbell Block.

BEBOUT

General Insurance Agency

Paducah Transfer Company

GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS-.1,

P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT

"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG THINGS"
The Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE

DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET

4

PER CENT INTER-

Prove Tuberculosis Germs
Swallowed, Not Breathed

EST ON IT AND SEE HOW.SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.

Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR

ONE AND

LEARN

HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
ONE DOLLAR. WE INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS.

MECHANIC'S
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
310

Broadway

Big Bargains in

Wall paper
Now Is tlx rime to Buy
wait paper
Mc have the largest line of up-to-dateewall paper

in

thc

city
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Subscribe For The how
Ndemarwed;...

Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of ow patrons and the citizens of Pseacalt.
we
have placed copies of the directories u f the cities named below in
dos asers.
ins Register office at pa Broadwa y, where the public
is Invited to cal
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities mast

THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION
STATES.
List

field.

OF

of Directories on File

ALLEGHENY CWT, PA,
MANITOU, COLO.
Al t ANT& GA.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
BALTIMORE, MD.
MILWAUKEE WIS.
BOSTON. MASS.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
BRIDGEPORT, CONW.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
BRONX, N. Y.
NAUGATUCE, CONE.
BRCX0ELYN, N. T.
NEWARK, N. 3.
BUFFALO. N. T.
NEW ALBANY, IND6
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
CINCINNATI. 0.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
CHICAGO, ILL
NEWPORT, KY.
CLEVELAND, 0.
NEW YORK CITY.
COLUMBUS, G.
NORWICH, CONN.
COLORADO CITY,COLO.
PADUCAH, KY.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. PHILADELPHIA. PA.
COVINGTON, KY.
RICHMOND, IND.
DAYTON, 0.
RICHMOND. VA.
DENVER. COLO.
SALT LAKE
MAX
DETROIT, MICH.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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ST. PAUL, KINK
DULUTH, MINN.
ST. LOUIS MO.
FAIRFTELD, CONN.
SOUTHPORT, COWN.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
SPRING1,11:LD, 0.
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STRATFORD, CONK
KANSAS CITY, CAL
SUPERIOR CITY, MINX.
KNOXVILIAL TKNN.
TOLEDO, O.
LOS ANGELES CAL.
UTICA. N. T.
LOUISVILLE. KT.
WATERBURY, CONN.
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YONKERS, N. T.
'MAN CHESTER. VA.
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CARON DIRECTORY COMPANY
Register Office, 523 Broadway

etos--osesEvms
Caliang-Card Etiqutte.
Fur A man the prefix "Mr.muat
always be' its.cel, unless lie has a title,
when that is, of course, correct.
But the wife of a professional man
has simply his full name on her cail
ing cards; not "Mrs. lit." or • Me
,•
Prof." Not even a military title is
permissible for her own cards.
A widow continues to use her Iris
band's Christian name, although i:
one wishes the maiden name may 1
resumed. This is not in best sty!'
however, and is rarely done, execoi
for reasons of busine ss, perhaps.
or
something of the sort.
The erefix should be on the card
of all unmarried women, and al
-,of
girls as soon as they are old enough
to have visiting cards. Where
reft•
are sent jointly by a man
and hi,
wife, the double cards, or
those with
Me. and Mrs., are to he used,
fr
as well
as for the more formal
calling. It
economy to have these cards, as
ons
answers instead of two for the
min
as two of his must be left un1,-*
one is used.
'hedoubl

Denver, Colo., Jan. 26.—Dr. E. C.
Schroeder, superintendent of the experimental station, bureau of animal
industry, and W. E. Cotton, his expert assistant, have exploded the the
ory that germs of tuberculosis get
into the system from dried sputum.
They say that experiments prose that
food is the chief source of infection
"Tuberculosis IS not caused II)
breathing dust in which the dried
germs have mingled," is one of the
statements they make in their report
to the department of agriculture. "The
greatest danger is by taking the bacilli of consumptives into the stomach with food, instead of breathing in
the. germs. as has been the theory
for many year'. Only fresh and moist
tubercular germs are dangerous in
spreading the disease. The tuberculous dairy cow is the greatest distsibveer of consumptive germs and the
facatest known medium of spreadinj
tuberculosis"
The report goes ,,n to say that the
expectorated matter dries very slowly
Lincoln and the Cup of Tea.
There is a story told of
is neither, easy nor simple to consert
President
into dust and that the germs loaf: Lincoln that during a critical time
their deadly power when so thor- in the civil war, when the senate had
oughly .dried that they become dust been particularly obstructive, one of
As the lung cannot receive the gerio• his ardent sympathizers burst in upfrom this source until they are thor- on him and hotly denounced the senoughly dried and breathed in, and as ate. and finished his tirade by asking:
they arc in that state inert, the learn.
"What's the use of the senate, anycd experts conclude there is nothing way
r
in the theory of infection by the ltns
NIr. Lincoln was drinking a cup of
that can stand.
tea. In his homely fashion he poured
'Next to the menace from milk the tea from the cup
to the saucer
from a tuberculous cow, there is no and back again to
cool if off, undismore fruitful source of .tuberculous turbed by the caller's vehemence.
infection than comes from intrustirg
"Well," said the man impatiently,
the preparation or serving of foods it' "what't the use of the senate?"
home or hotel or restaurant to cooks
"I have just'shown you," was Linand waiters infected with the disease coln's answer, and once more the tea
who breathe alike over hot and cob' was poured.
The man looked puzzled. Then a
foods, with perfect ignorance and disregard of the insidious, fatal poison great light broke upon him. "You
which escapes from his or her mouth mean it enables public passion to cool
with every word, with every breath.' i off?"
The greatest of American presidents nodded and drank his tea.
01 That, then, is the function of the
house of lords.—Appleton•s.
0' OUR IMPRESSIONS OF
* OUR IMPRESSIONS OF *
GREAT EXCITMENT111
It•
.t
ATTEMPTED LYNCHING!!!
I "Have we lived before?" is a quesNothing like going aaay from
tion discussed by -many. correspondents of British newspapers. Dr. An- home to learn the news—just read this
drew Wilson analyzed the strange from the Fulton Leader:
"An attempt was made to
phenomena of memory given by the
lynch Arthur Trice, the negro
contributors in part as follows: "The
who attempted to assault Miss
doctrine of metempychosis or transNellie Stevens at Paducah, an acmigration of souls represents a very
count of which appeared in yesancient belief. Not merely did it
credit the possibility that the soul -. terdaYs Leader."
If any attempt was mide it lynchafter death could be transferred from
the police and citizens know
ing,
one human being to another, but it
nothing
of it.
also held that the human soul migh.
The story is about as truthful ar
take im its abode in another form others
from the effete d ty of May.
of life and be transferred from
the
.11rtran t!, the !Owe?
S.

Of LouisVille, Kentucky

AMINO

Healthy Bath Rooms

s*

Good phIrr.tios tneans
health and this combined with modern sani-arv
Esiures helps to teer the doctor out
of your house. %Isadore Porce:4'.1
Enameled plumbing 61nires make
healthy bath rooms, arc sanitary and
hare a beauty a'.1 their own.
If you intend making bath room improvements, let us show you sampies of
this famous wee. We gusrentre good
work, preenrt tervice and attention no
matid how smali or bow hffr aver!oh.
rood

D HANNAN.
Both Phones sot

gas It. 4th.

From Isaac Shelby to 1.C. W. Beckham

KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS

MOIG-a

FREE

The First Tome Their Pictures an Erse
Seem Published.

FREE

The gremlin rn-t has for ieverA1 rears• .desworml tiwryer Menem'of all Rentselry
ri.,
I•eertior•• aged has ut lest rorreediol iiiWs Arias them through the aunatanke
the Kentact.7 WU.: iiieltur Wel hatiety.
In order to place these pieivree in a permanent fonn, theyltsee been senssesst Is ft
cre•Ip in lin sw-t•-aess Atlas 'bowing, Kentorky with the latest census. Orlin** cf
all thw presStrists of the United Mates, Itokrs and Flags of all natiems..nramoitt,
rostiottcal doss. /theory of the Musso.Japan War. •lo. late inai. of the 17.0..1 mares, P50.ma Canal, Vaster:1 a ^d Western Hemisphere. reports of th last those nutiomil cusses
g.nd mocri other Minors:al information.
This (trivia awl valuable Arles I. FRES to AU. EVrIltrAl Pg..• gintsamogs.
If not wow a sobscsitor send ls on Form fall year's suhammtion by mail or jr.on Int his
mouth's gutsier-intim'. Understand that the,, rates are 47 mail only and that the sub.
LA:ription;riOe by earner Or agent is Invents per week.
The Errol-on Vont publishes six or more edition• daily sod the latest saitiou is tient to
rich reader secordiog to the time that it will rte.h (form.
The reening root 11 first in evierythiag amid has the moo Mole news and boot
morket reports.
For an the peobte and against the grafter
Incleoeudent always,
Nur the Horne.
•
LOUISVILLE. KY.
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Milt Earning liont.
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Laded Black Powder Sidle

1,4

"-ibiiot Strong and Evenly

4

Are Sure Fire,,
Will Stand Reloading.

They_Always Get The ease
(For Solo Evsevvolsom ,

.
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Muslin Underwear Sale
Begins Monday
This great bargain feast is an economy

event

that

every thrifty
woman should take advantage of and buy a full twelve months supply.
These Muslin Underwear Garments are splenchdly made, tastefully
ninamed and combine daintiness with dependability at marvelously low
prices—especially
marvelous
when compared with the present high
cost of the material and trimmings and the high prices now paid to

4

muslin underwear operators.
111
If asINisitadull

ON

lielllimMousedinvelivelllblesPlo011sOul

Lor-6
$1.07

We placed ow orders for these
muslin undergarments several
months ago when the old low prices ruled on bleached cotton and when
manufacturers were most anxious to keep their factories running. That
is why we are able to make this baigain sale now
money saving opportunities.

and to offer such

At this time the materials and trimmings in most of these garments
would cost you more than we are selling the finished garments for.

1
LOT 2
LOT 3.
LOT 4
LOT 5
LOT

I

. AT 1the A GARMENT

•

.

...

.

•

AT

AT 254e A GARMENT
. AT

50( A GARMENT

AT

no A GARMENT

LOT

AT $1 A GARMENT

ALSO ONE LOT CORSET COVERS AT
401 ues no Iola

•

reime Pam

People
Say
Jam eon& any other perfume in town mid then procure
ties same odor frost us. You'll
sty those is • greet difereoce.
-Taman A REASON." We
know bow to boy parfusoes.
We know how to more perfumes. We know bow to show
roe perfumes. Ow knowledge
of thew requisites is whet enable es to give you perfumes
Ohm have not &lowland aims
coming

into otis possession.

i. L Othlschlaelet

•

DRUG 0413T
BATH AND BROADWAY

esit‘gweseggencorsies-ssurameme

The KING OF ALL
BOSOM 1RONERS

WHY?
PIM
Because it irons smodily, no.

roast
Beeond.
The bosom holes, ler
boles match

stud

Negligee sh▪ irt▪ s with
are ironed perfectly and with.
out 0
1 17.

s• 4

It iron= stiff or pleated
bosoms Me sew, and the
"hemp" oo Ghee seen is Wow
hog

No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy loam* be
sending as your isamdry.

1

Star Laundry

A. S DABNEY
—DENTIST—
' Treehart Building

L

North Third Street, Just off of Breadway
mil iv Om-

Pi

WEEK IN S°CIETY

(Goilliseed from Second Page.)

OUR PRILTUMILS
ALL UST

4

mom um
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A GARMENT.

Harbour's Department Store.
4alia.Italms —

4

5c

Itsie kluelespeallese.lesaftse raw *Ns. IlisshesalSe hit

Lot_3

AP^

15( A GARMENT

-

A

were her only jewels, while lilies of
the valley were carried.
The reception followed the neptials
those helping receive being Mrs
Jacob Weil, Mrs. Robert Reeves, Mrs.
Henry Weil, Mrs. Thomas Leech,
Mrs Harris Rankin, Mrs. Charles
Thompson, hers. John Scott, Mn
Vernon Blythe. Mrs. Marianna Mayes
of Mayfield; Miss Kinney, of New
York; Miss Anne Rhea. of Nashville:
Mils Faith Langstaff. Miss Elizabeth
Siuno.t. Miss Kathleen Wtritefield.
•
Wismar Proved Profitable.
The apron bazaar by the Charity
club ladies yesterday proved exceedingly profitable, as the good women
disposed of many, the articles coin
prising all kinds of aprons. The bazaar was given at the Illinois Central
downtown office at Fifth and Broadvray, and the ladies were well pleased
with the grand success of their venture, which brings more money into
the treasury out of which they are
performing such noble work of caring fen- the needs of Padocah's poor.
flor>rise Perez}
)(r. Stall Gholson, of South Sixth
stied, was tendered a delivhtful surpile party Thursday evening by
/homy mend' in berme. tbe fifteenth
anhiversary of his birth. The young
peciple had a fine time at many games
while dainty refreshments were terved
during the gathering.

REHROPF MUST FILE
ITHE BILLBOARD
SCHEDULE BY TOMORROW CASE DISMISSED
THE DOCUMENT WILL HAVE TO BE LODGED BY TOMORROW
BEFORE REFEREE BAGBY, IT SHOWING WHAT E. RE.HWHAT
HE POSSESSES—
KOPF HIMSELF OWES, AND
THERE ALSO COMES UP FOR CONSIDERATION PETITION
REED OF THE REHKOPF FIRM
WHEREIN TRUSTEE
WANTS MANY IMPORTANT POINTS DECIDED--APPEAL
TAKEN TO COCCINNATI TRI BUNAL OF THE LOUISVILLE
DECISION.

lying her
▪ reputation for vivacity,
sweetness of disposition, charm ••‘:
manner, or daring speech, as the case
may be. and is induced by pride to ea
ert her utmost endeavors to make herself agreeable. In this she profits
from the American man's chivalry b.
women and fidelity to men, and
STREET INSPECTOR DID NOT aided materially by the convention
SHOW BUILDINGS WERE ON
of polite society, which accords her a
PROPERTY LINE
much wider range of topics than i
, permitted to her unfortunate riva.
whose coquetry must be veiled be
Welber Nichols Was Fined 120 and I seeming innocence and becomin.
modesty.—Harper's Bazar.
Costs for Whipping his Wife—
Reeves Fined.

NOTICE

Referee Bagby tomorn.w in the
Faducah branch of the bankrupt court
takes up the E. Rehkopf individual
case, this being the first step in this
litigation, the referee having ordered
Mr Rehkopf to file his schedule
shoeing his personal debts and as•
sets. This is in the case forcing Mr.
Rehkopf individually into bankruptcy.
as ordered by Judge Walter Evans
ten days ago in the Louisville branch
of the bankrupt court
Right after Judge Evan, decided
that evidence sufficient had been laid
before him for him to order Mr.
Rehkopf himself into bankruptcy, the
to
judge referred the litigation
Referee Bagby who directed that by
temorroair the schedule be in.
ReNcepla lawyers have appealed
;o the circuit court of the United
States at Cincinnati, Ohio, the decisicn of the Louisville judge who
ordered the Paducahan into bankRehkopfs lawyers did
ruptcy.
not execute a supersedeas bond and
stay all proceedings in the Paducah
referee's court, pending a decision
in the Cincinnati tribunal of the appeal, therefore the referee proceeds
tomorrow the same as if no appeal

had been taken from Judge Evan's
decision ordering the Paducahan int.)
personal bankruptcy
Just as soon as Mr Rehkopf tiles
his schedule showing what he owes
snd what he owns, the referee then
calls a meeting of the creditors who
select a trustee to wind up the busiress of the bankrupt.
Tomorrow is the day also at which
the referee takes up the petition of
Trustee Cecil Reed of the E. Rehkopf
Saddlery company's firm bankrupt
case, and in which the trustee asked
the court to instruct him On several
points, one of which is whether he
shall sue the American-German National bank for recovery of Sifk000
%thief' is the amount and penalty of
the usurious rate of interest Rehkopf
claims the bank charged him for borrowed money.
The trustee also
wants the referee to decide whether
he shall sue Rehkopf to compel conversion into the firm funds of money
evidenced by notes given by Bruce
Philley when the latter bought the
Rehkopf factory.
The referee is ca/led on to decide
a number of other important points
in the petition
•

Judge Cross in thy poli.-e .our:
yesterday morning dismi,sed the war
rant against the Utterback Adverbing company, this concern bern.
Bali anything and sell everything.
charged with maintaining billboard
Court Street: Old Phew.
sill-sso
publi.
out
protrude
over the
that
sidewalk at Fourth and Broadway. ' ISA.
The city laws provide that no chat
acter of obstruction shall sit out os
the public streets, alleyways or side MOVIN;.: Viii.C.ON IN CONNEC
"ION.
walks. The billboards hang on th•
side .of the buildings occupied or
their respective corners by Druggist
McPherson, Druggist Gilbert and th•
Paducah Banking company at Fowl!
NOW IS THE TIME
and Broadway. The judge did not di,
THIS IS CBE PLACE
miss the warrant on any point of
law, but because the street inspector
did not show whether the buildings
J. pORATED
were right up to the line dividins
1304lvii. Dey and Night
property on which they stood and
._.taaogus
SCheol
she public pavement, therefore, the
court could not tell whether the sign.
were projecting over private property
or public pavement,.
John Daugherty was fined $to fot
being drunk and disorderly.
Walter Nichols, ctiored, was fine('
$2o and costs for whipping his wife,
Mary Nichols.
Jeff Reeves was fined $1 and costs
St. Loins and Tennessee River Packfor being drunk and disorderly,
ant et company—the cheapest and bes
paying up. was released.
excursion oet of Padwah.
If you wish to fall in the estima••••••••.,
tion of the average human, being,
cut
him from your invitation list.

Highest Mos Paid for Second-Naga
STOVES AND FURNITURE

Clem rransiola

PADUC H CENTRAL
•

The Wornen's Club.
The Woman's club meets Thursday
afternoon at Grace church parish
%pule, the business session commencing at arao o'clock and the musical
features at 3 o'clock, the latter under
Silk Sheets Replacing Linen.
auspices of the musical department, of GHOST POURS FLOOD OF
WATER ON /BEDS
Perhaps the society matron who has
which Mrs. James Weille is chairn.
hit on the scheme of supplying all the
26.—A
Jan•
Des Moines, Ia
beds in her house with sheets of the
St. Valentine cinvinan.
haunted house is one of the exciting purest Japanese silk in place of the
The Cotillion chrti entertains the themes of interest in Mason City, former linen covering
doesn't realize
evening of February t3 with n St.
how much suffering this luxury ultiFor
spirit
and
so
the
real
visit
is
of
the
Valentine german.
'A tax is now levied on all railway
that two families who occupied the mately may cause. Perhaps she tieloets sold
Tennessee
•
in Japan, varying from 1
hasn't heard of the Paris actress who
Little Mies Lora Lee, the daughter building have moved and secured was in a recent automobile smash-up cep t to 50 cents, according
to disof Mr. and Mrs. and hits. Ashley other residences as far as poseible and when dragged away from danger tance.
•
Robertson of 932 Clay sweet, yestee- from the neighborhood of their form- to the hospital was kept awake
by the
day entertained a numbitv of her er home.
The Captivating Widow.
hardiness of the hospital sheets, for
tittle friends in honor of the ninth
Mrs. Henry Howard, one of the they were of good, strong linen, and
It is a trip of pleasure, condos
The discrimination in favor of
the
time
armiversary of her birth. .A' fitie
residents, teatifies that she saw a never in her life had she felt any- widow finds
ample justification, al- and rest; good service, good tabi.
was had by the jolly crowl Owing silver funnel enter the room, accom- thing
so rough, and never, never though it is probably accounted
for good rooms, etc. Boats leave ead•
games and enjoying light refresh- panied by singing of "Rock of Ages," would she be able to accustom herself by the
difference between what is ex- Wednesday and Saturday at S
ments.
and which was the signal of a deluge to them. Nevertheless, the sheets of pected
of her and of her 'unwedclee
For other information apply to Jas
Those there were: Lithe iGreen, of water over her sleeping apart- Japanese silk are attractive in the exsister. No responsibility as to at
McMkt
Annie
Walker,
Lee
Mary
MeMs. At Ong same time this myster- treme. They are hemstitched by 'hand
Roger, superintendent; Frank 1:
Kinney, Lillian Puckett, May 'Anna ious vision was accompanied by the and along the upper border runs a tractiveness rests upon the shoulder, Brown, agent.
of an unalluring spinster, and,
senBryan, Pauline Back, Vivian Leaoper, moving of the chairs from the sides delicate embroidery in floral design.
sitive to this depressing fact, sh,
Perritean, of the room, clinking of glasses and
Ruth Lewes', Mary
of
closets
All the towels in the linen
soon ceases to practice the arts of 4
Late, other strange and unholy noises.
Hester Perelman, Cleuivie
this house are beautiful specimens of
DarneNL
Mrs. George Smith, who lived in the needleworkers' art. Each is bor- pleasing and relies for attention tipRachael Rayburn, Ruby
Clari
Sexton,
personal satire. whicl•
another part of the same building, dered at either end with a wide band cii
Bessie Roark, Louise
Felts, Frankie •Wahl, Freddie Well!, was equally alarmed, though diel'not of color matching the prcdominent quickly falls upon one • seeking
Architect and Superintendent.
John Robertson, Everett Rawlings, see the funnel, but had all ocular shade in wall paper and furnishings of more gracious form of amusement .
scr Fraternity Building.
Clifford Roark and Edwin Slaughter.,...niensoestration of the, water.. The the rooms for which It is intended, The voting widow, on the other hand
bedding of the families was soaked, and an elaborate floral pattern is em- realizing that her shining qualitie.Old Phone 498 Red.
Telling your troubles only expands and the wallpaper came off and fell broidered over the color.—New Nork have been duly heralded, is cunstant
KENTUCKI
ly alive with the necessity of
PADUCAH.
to Me floor in a sudden mass.
.
..-.J...J•AddhaJellalaidealh.
•
Preaa..„.,
justi
•
•
•

Excursion
eQ nn

*WM;

the Round Trip to
river & rotor'.

0.D. Schmidt
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YOU CAN'T TRIFLE
4
WITH SICKNESS

Iral, the name of the Roosevelt Zehoise.
An attache of one of the stientiEe
bateaus of the government explained
that the president's zebra is known
as Grevy's Zebea. It Is much larger
than the other variety known as
In emergencies, prompt, exact, '13urchell's Zebra, and possesses the
careful and intelligent service is 4 THREE PARTICIPANTS FINED bardihood found in animals front the
AND TWO OTHERS DISmountains. He also said that the
Imperative.
MISSED.
animals that had been produced by I
proves
patronage
that
Our large
the smaller zebras and mares or fe
we are giving just this kind of
male donkeys had been given the
service.
Officer William Orr Fell From His name of Zebrulas.
Porch and Fractured Bone—
Whether you order the most
.
•4
Other Police News,
.4;
complicated prescription, a drink
want
a
to
simply
buy
or
Soda
of
tooth brush, you will receive the
, Too much Paducah booze and an
same prompt and thorough atteninclination to have a good time
tion.
caused the arrest last evening aboard
Capt. Frank Phillips, the local agent
the steamer Kentucky of A. C. Odell, for the Lee line of boats, has receivH. I'. Schote, G. 0. Briggs, James A. ed word to expect The steamers t•
Fortner and Wm. Wright, all of Car- resume this week, after lying up lot
ter's Landing;Tenn. All were takeu two weeks on account of the higl
before Judge Cross. who fined
water.
Schote and Briggs $to and costs each,
The Dick Fowler remains at the
they being the cause of the trouble, wharf here, being
unable to get unwhile Wright and Fortner were disder she bridge at Cairo.
*teeteiseeee**.samatteee
missed.
The steamer Kentucky got out fee
They got to scuffling on the steamthe
Tennessee river last night, and
er, which they had taken preparatory
•+• to
•
•
•+
•
back home. It ended in a fight, remains up there until next Thursda.
go
•
•
during which they tore up a state- evening.
•
The steamer City of Memphis
POPULAR WANTS.
room, smashing the door. Officers
4
comes
in tomorrow night late from
Johnson and Cross arrested them.
••
•
•4.•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
4•
4
the Tennessee river and lies here
S
until 5 o'clock Wednesday afternoon
Officer Injured.
Officer William Orr is suffering before departing on her return that
house from a fractured !Kirke in his arm, way.
brick
'
* .111elit RENT—New
Jeffersoa--6 desirable rooms and caused by. falling off the porch of his
The Buttorff comes in today from
desirable place, by month or home. Ile stepped out onto the porch Nashville and departs tomorrow fo--411
for a moment and slipping, rolled Clarksville.
jou. Apgly J. B. HALL
,AVUTIZY:MORE REAL ESTATE down the steps, painfully injuring
The Joe Fowler conies in today
himse.f. This was about it o'clock, from Evansville and departs at one'
AtiBICY Fraternity building.
and clming on down into the city he on her return that way.
had Dr ,t T, Hall to dress themSev
RENT—Elegant
flats,
The steamer Joe Wheeler is exFOR
ratrolman Orr then 'went tin petted tomorrow from
jury.
entb ;nd proadway. Apply to B. a
the Tennessee
his beat and is working this morning. river. She will get away as
Scott.
soon as
she can unload and take on her outn." uv•••nets Charged.
_
going cargo.
per
. FOR KENT—Cottage, $8
;.:',./iPttfl, avec blocks from P. 0. apply
The steamer Chattanooga leaves
eitch Caldwell, colored, was locked
t.
up last night by Officers Brennan and Chattancoga, Tenn., tomorrow and
t 441 South Sixth street.
Shelby, who found him drunk on Jef- arrises here the last of this week.
St* • l_ak-si FOR RE2sIT—The house No. 113 ferson between Fourth and Flith
4111milmomminimminsimmiffin
•
immaisit
••••••04**••••••••••••••••
Mks.. T. Conner yesterday left for has returned
. 11Soath Second. Apply to Biederman WeC Is.
'.--1-+`4
home
after
visiting
Mrs.
• Hot Springs, Ark., after a confine• Distilling Co. next. door.
M E. Beadle, of North Fifth.
it
PERSONAL MENTION. • ment in a private ward at Riverside
Charge Withdrawn.
Miss Pi.,
• slliday, of Paris,
•
•
Yesterday morning Hew) Sparks,
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
*NON&
Tenn,
arriscd
last
evening to visit
**********•
•••••••••••
between
Warrant
colored,
be
••••
'had
withdrew the
Able-bodied unmarried men
' 11Missilfixie Whitnell of Fulton has 'her
cousin. Miss P.ssie Blackaell, of
Miss
Florence
Schrader,
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United issued against Jody Robertson, colof
Indianpone
home
after visiting Mir. Sylvia S4)eth Ninth street.
Almost everybody knows that
apolis, goes home Thursday after hav- CaliseL
states, of good character and tem- ored, wherein he charged the latter cense should be paid in
January;
vet
ing visited Miss Ethel Brooks.
perate habits, who can speak, read with obtaining money by false pre- some people seem to
Mrs. J. A. McCann and sons, Edforget it. This
lillio
Frances Wallace goes to ward and
Kentucky Avenue Bargain.
and write Faaglish. For information tenses. Sparks had claimed that is intended as a
Howard, have returned
friendly
reminder
Helens, Ark., next Friday to visit from Chicago.
Some one will get an 8-room home
apply to Recruiting Officer. New Robertson had got $to from him by FOR YOUR
GOOD.
claiming he had a hog to sell Sparks.
on a good lot on Kentucky avenue
Miss Sadie Shaw.
Richmond House, Paducah. Ky.
Ten per cent mast be added to all
Mr. J. T Gordon .ind wife of Ful- between Tenth
but at the time of delivery showed
Miss hhirjorie Scott the last of this
and Eleventh cheap.
license after February I Naturally
week goes to Jacksonville, Fla.. to ton are Awing Mr. and Mrs Ben Owner will sell at
WANTED—Good man in each Robertson did not own the pig.
•
low price for
this is not a pleasant obligation to
visit Miss Lucye Bruen, who spent Thomas
cash.
'esnanty to represent and advertise
settle. It is also an unpleasant duty last summer here.
Mr. Armour Gardner h.i6 lc-turned WHITT ElfOR E
Cow Was Taken Up.
rdware department. put out samI F.ST A TE
for the treasurer to collect it. Theretrout
a trip to Senitidand.
Miss
Anita
Wood,
of
weekly.
IATichrta.
ExAGENCY.
Kan.
$21
Salary
official
stock
Lycurgus
the
Rice.
etc..
link
fore endeavor to avoid it, by your goes to St. Paul, Mimi., next
‘f-s M E. .Bolinger of Mayfield Fraternity Bldg Roth p')osiss
Thursyense 'money advanced. Dept. A catcher for the city, rounded up yesprompt attention.
day
visiting
after
Miss
Trueheart
picked
in
has
Chicago.
first
up
he
terday
cow
House,
the
Columbia
o, the
Every business, occupation, agency Louisville. Joining Mts. 1)r. W. 0
for many days on the streets. lie
and
profession is liable for a license Bailey there all go to New York to
espied
about
animal
out
stray
the
ROOMS—Furnished or unfurnish41
Kindly call at the city treasaree's of- sail F:bruary 9 for Spain
••el. One single, two connecting rooms Nineteenth and Clay streets and
fice
at
your
Cornelia
Miss
earliest
Johnson,
dressthe
brought
where
her
to
the
pound.
city
convenience.that
with board. Thc Inn, No. 317 North
yOU may save this penalty,
Mid greatty' maker, goes to Macon, Ga , tomorrow
Seventh street.. Call or telephone S he was plased.
to remain until July.
N'ours respectfully,
The catcher reports that everybody oblige.
)479Mr. Louis Levy, the elotMer, re
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